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ABSTRACT 

An Electrothermal circuit or ETC is a circuit which utilizes 

the interaction between electrical and thermal variables in an insulated 

integrated circuit to achieve low frequency transfer functions and large 

time constants without the use of large external capacitors. 

The ETC technique is applied to the design of pulse generators, 

and ETC morphologies, fabrication techniques and circuitry are presented. 

Limitations of simple ETC pulse generators are analyzed, and it is shown 

that the pulse duration of a single-chip circuit is dependent upon the 

ambient temperature. A two-chip circuit is designed in which the pulse 

duration is insensitive to ambient temperature, and experimental results 

are given. More sophisticated circuits are then developed, and experi

mental results are given for a configuration which extends the range of 

pulse durations to the order of several minutes, and for a configuration 

which permits duty cycles up to 100% with little change of pulse duration. 

The ETC concepts used in the development of pulse generators are 

extended to the design of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and 

experimental results are given for a VCO circuit. An ETC phase-locked 

loop using the VCO is also described. 

xiii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Often, in the design of electronic systems, a timing element 

is required to control the operation of one function with respect to 

another. This timing element generally assumes the form of a pulse 

generator, or as it is more commonly known, a "one-shot" or timer. In 

high speed digital circuits, pulse generators with durations of a few 

microseconds are often used to avoid races between various logic paths. 

If the system is electro-mechanical, or if hxaman interaction is involved, 

the pulse durations required often become seconds or even minutes. 

The conventional approach to pulse generator design uses a 

series resistor-capacitor network to develop an exponential transient 

which determines the pulse duration. Since the resistor and capacitor 

required for durations above a few milliseconds are too large to be 

fabricated on a monolithic integrated circuit, external elements are 

generally required in addition to the integrated circuit. For example, 

the popular LM-555 Timer by National Semiconductor Corporation [Linear 

Integrated Circuits, 1974] requires approximately a 100 K ohm resistor 

and a 1 (if capacitor for a 100 msec pulse, which becomes a 1 M ohm 

resistor and 1 yf capacitor for a 1 second pulse, a 1 M ohm and 10 yf 

for 10 seconds and, finally, a 1 M ohm and 100 yf for a 100 second 

duration. Besides the fact that the external resistor and capacitor 

represent additional cost and a reduction in packaging density, 
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there are also electrical considerations involved when resistors and 

capacitors become large-valued. The capacitors, because of the physical 

size involved, generally are electrolytic or tantalum, which are not the 

most desirable types of capacitors, either from the standpoint of initial 

tolerance or temperature stability. Polycarbonate capacitors, which are 

more desirable, become extremely large when the capacitance is over 1 yf. 

Furthermore, resistances in excess of 1 M ohm are not desirable in high 

volume production because such second order effects as solder flux begin 

to affect the resistance as seen by the circuit. 

An alternative to the use of capacitors for electrical energy 

storage in pulse generator circuits is to convert electrical signals to 

thermal signals and use the heat capacity of appropriate materials for 

thermal energy storage. A circuit which makes use of such an interaction 

between electrical and thermal variables is called an electrothermal cir

cuit, or ETC. Because silicon, silicon dioxide, and other materials 

compatible with silicon integrated circuits have large heat capacity, 

large thermal time constants can be obtained. The general ETC approach 

is thus to use electrical-thermal interactions in a silicon integrated 

circuit to realize functions for which the low frequency operation is 

determined by thermal parameters, but for which the terminal variables 

are electrical. The ETC approach has previously been used to fabricate 

low-frequency filters without the use of capacitors [Matzen, Meadows, 

Merryman and Emmons, 1964; Friedman, 1969; Gray, 1969; and Louw, 1975]. 

The broad objective of this dissertation is to extend the ETC 

approach to other types of electronic function generation, with primary 
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emphasis on pulse generation. The specific objectives are to develop a 

series of pulse generator circuits which are potentially producible with 

high yield by a standard bipolar integrated circuit technology, and to 

obtain experimental results for these circuits. These objectives have 

been met, and circuits are described whose behavior is insensitive to 

environmental conditions and which are capable of generating pulse with 

durations of several milliseconds to several minutes, with duty cycles 

as high as 100 percent. 

Figure 1.1 is the basic diagram of an ETC pulse generator, which 

operates as follows. An input trigger pulse causes the heater to begin 

dissipating power. Because of the energy storage properties of the ETC, 

the sensor temperature rises slowly. When the sensor output, which may 

be a current or voltage proportional to the temperature, reaches the com

parator threshold, the latch is reset, simultaneously turning off the 

output pulse and heater power. As can be seen from Fig. 1.1, several 

different circuit building blocks are required for the basic pulse genera

tors. It is therefore necessary to develop a set of ETC morphologies, 

models, heaters, sensors, comparators, latches, fabrication techniques 

and analyses which can be directly applied to yield manufacturable and 

practical ETC pulse generators. 

To this end, the basic ETC morphologies are first studied from 

a physical point of view to develop an understanding of the limitations 

of simple ETC structures. From this is evolved a two-chip ETC structure 

which has many advantages over a single-chip version; these include 

additional flexibility because its characteristics are primarily 
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Output pulse 
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Trigger 
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to the threshold 

temperature 

Fig. 1.1 Block Diagram of the Basic ETC Pulse Generator 
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determined by the insulator, lack of susceptibility to the ambient 

environment, large differential temperature capability and, finally, 

analytical simplicity. This last factor should not be overlooked; one 

of the major goals of this dissertation is to make the ETC approach 

simple enough to be easily handled by designers not particularly 

interested in the thermal signals themselves. 

Following the development of the two-chip ETC morphology, a set 

of heaters, sensors, and a comparator-latch are designed and evaluated. 

Next, these components are combined to form a two-chip ETC pulse genera

tor. The thermal model is revised to include second order effects 

including radiation and bonding wires. The pulse generator is then 

analyzed in terms of pulse duration, manufacturing tolerances and ambient 

temperature variations. The maximum pulse duration is found to be limited 

to approximately t seconds, the thermal RC time constant, x is generally 

on the order of a few seconds. The circuit is also found to require a 

single adjustment to compensate for the sensor offset, and is also shown 

to generate inaccurate pulses if the circuit is retriggered too rapidly. 

The circuit is then constructed and data is taken to confirm the design 

and analysis. Finally, the circuit is integrated to demonstrate the 

practicality of the proposed design. 

Next, a bootstrapped pulse generator configuration, which applies 

positive feedback to lengthen the pulse duration is described, designed, 

analyzed and constructed. This circuit is able to generate pulses from 

a few seconds up to a minute and a half. This configuration is also 

sensitive to rapid retriggering. 
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To alleviate the rapid retriggering or recovery-time limitation, 

an "up-down" pulse generator is developed in which the pulse is kept on 

until the thermal transient has recovered completely back to ambient. 

This configuration is analyzed and constructed to demonstrate that it is 

indeed a virtual 100% duty-cycle pulse generator. 

Finally, the basic ETC concepts and circuits are applied to other 

functions, namely, a voltage controlled oscillator and a phase-locked 

loop. These circuits are presented primarily to demonstrate feasibility. 



CHAPTER 2 

QUALITATIVE THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1 Background 

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a qualitative preview 

of the thermal signals required for an ETC pulse generator and to fore

cast some of the problems which will have to be faced later in the 

development. 

To this end, consider a chip mounted on an insulator as shown 

in Fig. 2.1, with heaters driven differentially and sensors measuring 

the differential temperature. Recall that in order to reject ambient 

temperature variations, a structure must be differential in nature. 

The analogy, power -* current and temperature -> voltage trans

forms the thermal model into a familiar electrical network. The 

derivation of this model is discussed thoroughly in Friedman [1969], 

resulting in an N-lump model for the distributed RC network as shown in 

Fig. 2.2. Fig. 2.3 is the 2-lump model. Table 2.1 shows the corre

spondence between the electrical and thermal parameters. 

The most important aspect of this differential model is that the 

values of resistance and capacitance are determined primarily by the 

thermal conductivity and thermal capacity of the silicon. The insulator 

parameters are associated with the common mode signal. 

The dominance of silicon, rather than the insulator in a single 

chip differential ETC structure is an unfortunate circumstance for 

7 



Insulator 

Isothermal Mounting Surface 

H = Heater, S = Sensor 

Fig. 2.1 Basic Thermal System 
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Fig. 2.2 N Lump Model 

Fig. 2.3 Single Lump Model 
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Table 2.1 Table of Correspondence for Electrical and Thermal Networks 

Thermal Electrical 

Temperature T 

Heater Power P 

Resistance per unit length 

= JL 
rt KCDW 

Voltage V 

Current I 

Resistance per unit length r 

Capacitance per unit length 

cfc = PscsDW 

Shunt Thermal Conductance 
per unit length 

v w 

St " Ki I 

Capacitance per unit length c 

Shunt Conductance per 
unit length g 

K = Thermal Conductivity 
S of Silicon 

p = Density of Silicon in 
S gm/cm3 

c = Thermal Capacity of Silicon 
cal/gm-°C 



several reasons. First, the thermal resistivity and capacity of silicon 

are not nearly as large as those of other materials easily available. 

Thus, silicon is not an ideal material for use in generating long time 

constants. For example, a comparison of the thermal properties of 

silicon and glass is shown in Table 2.2. Glass has an RC product for 

the same geometry, nearly 100 times larger than silicon. 

Table 2.2 Thermal Properties of Silicon and Glass 

Silicon Glass 

Thermal Conductivity 

Thermal Capacity/mil3 

2.23 

2.76 x 10"5 

.029 

2.86 x 10~5 

mw 
°C mil 

mw-sec 

°C mil3 

Secondly, the temperature difference developed across a chip 

is severely limited by the thermal bridge through rfcL in Fig. 2.3. 

This is another consequence of the relatively high thermal conductivity 

of silicon when compared to most insulators. For example, consider an 

80x80x10 mil thick chip mounted on 47 mils of glass. For this case, 
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l/gtL = .253 °C/mw (2.2) 

The resulting differential temperature is only 15% of the maxi

mum chip temperature, as shown in Fig. 2.4. 

The third problem is perhaps the most damaging. Both the 

thermal conductivity and specific heat of silicon are strong functions 

of temperature. Figure 2.5 shows the variation of thermal conductivity 

with temperature [Research Triangle Institute, 1964]. Figure 2.6 shows 

the thermal capacity versus temperature [Shanks, Maycock, Sidles and 

Danielson, 1963]. The result is that pulse durations derived from a 

silicon-dominated transfer function will be relatively strong functions 

of ambient temperature. Evidently, therefore, great benefits in both 

pulse duration and accuracy can be obtained from development of a thermal 

structure that is less dependent on the thermal parameters of silicon 

and more dependent on the thermal parameters of the insulator. 

Figure 2.2 reveals another important consideration regarding 

the thermal transfer function across the silicon; namely, as the number 

of subsections approaches infinity, the number of poles goes to infinity 

as well. There are special cases commented on later in which one pole 

can be made dominant. However, in general, the resulting structure will 

indeed have an infinite number of poles with a corresponding increase in 

mathematical complexity. Moreover, the presence of these poles causes a 

delay term in the step response as shown in Fig. 2.7. A more complete 

discussion of the delay phenomenon in distributed networks is given in 

Ghausi and Kelly [1968]. The important point is that the delay term 
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Fig. 2.4 Simple Thermal Network for ail 80x80x10 mil 
Chip on 47 mils of Glass 
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Fig. 2.5 Temperature Dependence of the Thermal Conductivity of Silicon 
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Fig. 2.6 Temperature Dependence of the Specific Heat of Silicon 
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Fig. 2.7 Thermal Response of a General Infinite Pole ETC 



tends to limit the minimum pulse duration available from a given geome

try. These problems, both mathematical and physical associated with an 

infinite number of poles will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 3, 

where the single chip ETC pulse generator is considered. 

2.2 Two-Chip ETC 

To circumvent the limitations that silicon imposes on the thermal 

risetime of a simple ETC structure, the configuration in Fig. 2.8 was 

developed. By placing the heaters and sensors symmetrically on the chip, 

and by selecting an insulator whose thermal resistivity and capacity are 

much greater than those of silicon, the characteristics of the thermal 

transient can be determined primarily by the insulator. Moreover, if the 

effective thermal time constant of the silicon is much shorter than the 

insulator time constant, the silicon can be viewed as an isotherm, with 

power being applied uniformly to the top surface of the insulator. The 

insulator can now be modeled adequately by a single pole RC network, 

shown in Fig. 2.9. The silicon parameters R . and C . are included as 
si si 

a reminder that the model is only valid as long as the time constant of 

the silicon is negligible. In the design examples of Chapters 4, 5 and 

6, the insulator will be selected to have a large R and C, so the sili

con can be ignored and the simplest model can be applied. 

For this simple configuration, in which the silicon is ignored, 

the transfer function for an input step function of power is simply: 

T(s) - |  ( 
SC + 1/R 

1 
S + 1/RC 
1 

(2.3) 

resulting in: 



Heater 

Sensor 

Silicon Silicon 

Insulator Insulator 

Isothermal Header 

Fig. 2.8 The 2-chip ETC 
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si si 
SI 

SI 

amb 

Fig. 2.9 Electrical Analog of 2-chip Thermal Configuration 



T(t) = PR (l - e-t̂ RC) (2.4) 

where 

T = temperature 

P = power 

C = thermal capacitance of the insulator 

' = piCiV 

= thermal capacity of the insulator (cal/gm°C) 

= density (g^/'cm3) 

V = volume of the insulator 

R = thermal resistance of the insulator 

= 5,/K̂ W 

= thermal conductivity of the insulator (cal/sec-cm °C) 

SL = thickness of the insulator 

A typical thermal RC risetime is shown in Fig. 2.10. 

Notice also that by separating the sensors on two different 

chips, the thermal bridge of Fig. 2.4 has been removed, and the differ

ential swing per power input is now much larger. 

Figure 2.11 shows a slight modification of the two-chip con

figuration. Chip 1 contains only a heater and one sensor and is the 

chip whose temperature rises above ambient. Chip 2 contains an ambient 

temperature sensor and the remaining pulse generator circuitry. The 

insulator is removed from Chip 2 so that power dissipation on Chip 2 

will not affect the measurement of .pr<̂ . The system still rejects 
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Temperature 

Time 

Fig. 2.10 A Typical Thermal RC Risetime 



Heater 

Sensor 

Silicon 

Silicon Insulator 

Isotherm 

Fig. 2.11 Modified 2-chip Configuration 



ambient temperature because the threshold is determined by the differ

ence between and . Figure 2.12 shows the resulting thermal 

model. Again, by proper insulator selection, the silicon can be ignored, 

but it is left in the figure as a reminder that it must be considered in 

selecting the insulator. 

An implicit assumption in this configuration is that the ambient 

temperature will vary slowly enough that the difference in time constants 

between Chip 1, mounted on an insulator, and Chip 2, mounted directly on 

the header, is negligible. In general, this is a good assumption since 

the thermal capacity of the media surrounding the circuit is usually 

large enough to prevent significant ambient temperature transients during 

a pulse. 

Because of the apparent advantages of a two-chip pulse generator, 

the discussion in the following chapters will center primarily on the 

two-chip configuration. However, some material will be presented on 

designing a one-chip pulse generator. 
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Fig. 2.12 Simple Thermal Model for the Modified 2-chip Configuration 



CHAPTER 3 

COMPONENTS 

3.1 Simple Diode Sensor 

The final performance of any ETC is totally dependent on its 

ability to discriminate and faithfully represent the thermal signal of 

interest. To do this, an ETC requires a good thermometer as a sensor. 

Since the characteristics desirable in an ETC sensor, other than linear

ity, are not obvious without considering a specific design example, 

several thermometer configurations are discussed. The eventual choice 

of one sensor over another will be based on compromises between the 

various characteristics of linearity, offset, offset drift, complexity 

and manufacturability. The basic guideline to be used in the final 

choice is that the least complex configuration which performs satis

factorily should be used. 

Louw [1975] has shown that a sensor comprised of two perfectly 

matched forward biased diodes with identical current, but at different 

temperatures has an output voltage, AV = 

AV = ̂  [<t1-T2) ln D " (3'1) 

where 

I = the forward current 

V = the forward voltage 
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D = a constant 

T = absolute temperature 

n = a constant = 3 

q = the electronic charge 

m = a constant 

k = Boltzmann's constant 

B = the extrapolated energy gap 

Assuming to be fixed, we find 

For silicon, B = q/k (1.11)°K, and therefore 

which implies that for fixed, AV is linear with 1^, with the exception 

of the Zn(T^/T^) term. For = 300°K, the slope dAV/dT2 changes approxi

mately 1% in the interval = 300°K to = 400°K. 

A differential thermometer based on the above equations was 

developed by Louw [1975] and is shown in Fig. 3.1. The difference in 

emitter base voltages is applied across R^, so that 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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Fig. 3.1 Differential Thermometer 
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, (R2 + V mk 
out R q [<V T2) D n(T^ £n 

T2 £n T2) '] (3.4) 

The basic limitations imposed by a differential V, sensor of this 
be 

type are rather restrictive. First, as seen in Eq. (3.4), the slope of 

the output voltage vs. temperature is determined by the ambient tempera

ture T^. As the ambient changes, the thermometer gain changes. However, 

this type sensor should not be totally rejected, because there are commer

cial applications where the ambient temperature is relatively constant 

and the sensor may work well within specified limitations while providing 

meaningful savings in complexity. 

The second limitation of the differential V, sensor is that of 
be 

mismatch. Much of integrated circuit design is predicated on close 

proximity matching between devices. However, if the chips are separated, 

as they would be in a two-chip pulse generator, the matching capability 

is diminished, and the resulting thermometer may not perform as predicted. 

Also, with the loss of V, match, the initial offset of the sensor can be 
be 

expected to be much higher. 

There are cases, however, when the simple V ê sensor may be 

desirable; namely, when the ambient temperature range is limited, the 

sensors are on a single chip (matching is retained) or when the process

ing is extremely well characterized and matching can be expected from one 

processing run to another. 
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In general, these restrictions are too stringent for most appli

cations. Therefore, a thermometer must be sought with characteristics 

which allow broader application. 

using the difference between the forward voltages of two forward biased 

pn junctions. The forward current equation of a single forward biased 

diode is 

I = the forward current 

V = the forward voltage 

T = the absolute temperature 

q = the electronic charge 

m = a constant 

k = the Boltzmann constant 

Ig(T) = the reverse leakage current 

For two identical diodes at the same temperature, but at differ

ent currents: 

3.2 Absolute Temperature Sensor 

A thermometer which measures absolute temperature can be built 

I = Is(T) exp 
(3.5) 

where 

*1 = VT) exP mkT (3.6) 

(3.7) 



•s >1. 
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Hence 

V, - ae 
1 q I (T) 

x2 
2 q I_(T) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

and 

AV = V - V = — £n ~ 
1 2 q I9 (3.10) 

Many circuit configurations can be used to mechanize this equa

tion as a thermometer. A simple absolute temperature thermometer is 

shown in Fig. 3.2. An extremely complex structure is commercially avail

able as described by Dobkin [1974]. A particularly ingenious structure 

was developed by Louw [1975], and is shown in Fig. 3.3, where 

V . (hlh) ££ i 
V 3 / q 2 (3.11) 

By replacing the resistors with an active load [Grebene, 1972] 

and simplifying the operational amplifier, the configuration shown in 

Fig. 3.4 emerges. For simplicity transistors and have emitter 

areas ratioed 2 to 1. Thus: 

/ + R.2 \ 
V = (m 8.66x10 T) Hn 2 
out \ R0 J 

2 ' (3.12) 
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Fig. 3.2 Simple Absolute Thermometer 
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Fig. 3.3 Absolute Thermometer 
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Fig. 3.4 Simplified, Integrable Absolute Thermometer 



This configuration is not unduly complicated and is easily integrable. 

What then are the limitations of this structure? The primary 

limitations are offset and offset drift. Obviously, there will be some 

processing mismatches between and Q^, and which result in an 

offset. 

Perhaps more important than the initial offset (which can be 

nulled) is the drift of that offset with temperature. Leaving the I (T) 
s 

terms in Eq. (3.10), yields: 

Ms, Or) 
AV = V, - V„ = 2^- An 1 2 

1 2 q Is1(T)I2 (3.13) 

mkT . I1 , mkT . IS2 
Jin — + X,n 

q  I 2 q (3.14) 

The second term in this equation is the error term and is determined by 

the mismatch between Iŝ  and Is2* This term is zero when equals Is^» 

The mismatch can further be separated into components due to 

point anomalies, for example: lattice dislocations, spurious dopants and 

surface defects, and those which are due to area mismatches, which are 

in turn due to photolithography problems. Whereas a spurious anomaly 

defies analysis, the photolithography problem can be easily analyzed by 

assuming that j , the saturation current density on each diode is the 

same and that the offset is accounted for by non-equal areas. 

Then, I = j A, where A is the diode area, and 
s s 
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.« mkT AlJs(T) mkT A1 AV = Jin -—. /m. = Jin —-
error q A^ff) q A., (J 15) 

The error is seen to be proportional to the offset at room temperature. 

Although the statistical sample is small among the thermometers 

fabricated and tested at The University of Arizona, there has been little 

noticeable deviation from linearity. Hoffart and Thorton [1964] have 

demonstrated that the temperature drift of an operational amplifier front 

end can be nearly eliminated by operating the transistors to equal V ê 

rather than equal currents. This is a strong endorsement for the dominance 

of area mismatch in determining sensor offset and offset drift. 

Therefore, for the purposes of the following discussion, and with 

the realization that there will be cases where the analysis will not be 

valid, the sensor error will be assumed to be proportional to the initial 

offset. Thus, for a total V ê offset of 1 mv at room temperature (300°K) 

and assuming an m of 1, we find 

A 
1 x 10"3 = (8.66 x 10~5)(300) £n ri 

which yields 

A 

k2 = 1*0392 (3.17) 

or about a 4% mismatch in area, and a sensor error of 



AVerrorCO = 8.66 x 10~5 T to 1.0392 

= 3.33 x 10"6 V/°K (3.18) 

The offset of the total circuit in Fig. 3.4, ignoring the resis

tor ratio drift with temperature is determined by the mismatch between 

and Q^, and . This total offset can be represented as simply a 

virtual mismatch between the two input devices, so that for a 2:1 

current ratio sensor with an ideal gain of 

Â T) = 8.66 x 10~5 Jin 2 = 6.007 x 10~5 V/°K (3.19) 

A mismatch of 1 mv will generate a sensor error of .33 x 10 ̂  V/°K for a 

5% error in sensor gain. This fact demonstrates the importance of care 

in layout and processing to minimize mismatches which are critically 

important to sensor performance. 

3.3 Ambient-Rejection Sensor 

The absolute temperature sensors discussed in the last section 

could be substituted directly as the sensors in the block diagram of the 

ETC pulse generator, Fig. 1.1. There are problems with this approach, 

however. 

First, the thermal transient will typically be less than 100°K 

and more often less than 30°K. At an ambient of 300°K, a thermal signal 

of 30°K is only 10% of the ambient thermometer output. The dynamic 



range of the sensor is used up mostly in sensing the ambient, thus 

greatly restricting the gain of the sensor to the transient of interest. 

Secondly, for a offset of 1 mv on a 2:1 sensor, the thermal 

signal is only: 

AV(T) = 8.66 x 10"5 T SLn 2 (3.20) 

= 6.007 x 10 5 T volts (3.21) 

which for a 30°K transient is only 1.802 mv, hardly larger than the 

initial offset. The limitation imposed by the ratio of thermal signal 

to offset is critical, and for general processing techniques will always 

necessitate an offset adjustment, unless the designer is willing to 

accept a vanishingly small yield. This is the most stringent limitation 

which will occur in the development of ETC pulse generators. However, 

with the current progress being made in IG processing, it can be hoped 

that this limitation will eventually be removed. 

The dynamic range limitation, on the other hand, is easily 

removed by the sensor shown in Fig. 3.5. This sensor basically rejects 

ambient and is used in place of two complete 2:1 sensors to measure the 

differential thermal signal. 

The current in is twice the current in Q^, and the current in 

is held at twice the current in by the feedback loop. and 

are in close proximity and are at temperature T^. and are at 

temperature The voltage difference between the base of and the 

base of is 
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Fig. 3.5 Ambient Rejection Sensor 
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(3.22) 

mkT, 21, mkT, mkT, 
Jin Jin 

si si 
Jin 

s2 

mkT„ 21, 
Jin 

s2 

mk(T1 - T2) 
Jin 2 (3.23) 

or 

R, + R, /R + R \ mk(T - T ) 

voutW) - "4^ 4'<T> - ) —f «» 2 

(3.24) 

In this configuration, the gain can be made very large since the ambient 

temperature is rejected. Furthermore, the overall accuracy of the ETC 

pulse generator will be improved, because with the thermal signal being 

larger, all the offsets in the circuit will become less critical. 

The initial offset problem still remains and an offset adjustment 

will still be required. There will also be an offset drift which is a 

function of the ambient temperature and initial offset. The offset drift 

will be assumed by arguments presented in the previous section, to be 

proportional to the initial offset. However, in the case of the rejec

tion, Fig. 3.5, there are two error terms: 
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mkT- A- mkT„ A„ 
AV = Jin In -~ 
error q q A^ 

mk(T +AT) A mkT A-
An ~ An ~ 

q 4 q 3 

mkT mkAT A. 
in 7^ + Jin ~r-

q A4A2 q A4 (3.25) 

where AT is the differential thermal signal. The first term is the off

set drift and is a function of the ambient temperature. The magni

tude of the drift is proportional to the initial offset of the total 

sensor at room temperature. The second term is a gain error and is 

similar to the error in the absolute sensor, being proportional to the 

initial offset between transistors Q, and Q.. 
1 4 

The offset drift term will become important in considerations 

involving pulse stability over large ambient variations. 

3.4 Summary of Sensors 

The thrust of the sensor development has been from a simple 

diode sensor whose simplicity might be attractive in cases where 

processing is well-controlled and ambient is fairly constant, toward a 

more complex sensor whose linearity is excellent and whose rejection of 

ambient is maintained within a few percent or better. There is no one 

sensor inherently better than another, and the choice of a sensor will 

be determined by the application. 
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Unfortunately, an offset adjustment is always required in order 

to compensate for transistor mismatches. In Chapter 5 a further modifi

cation of the ambient-rejection sensor will be discussed in conjunction 

with the bootstrapped pulse generator. 

3.5 Comparator-Latch Circuit 

While separate comparator and latch circuits can, of course, be 

employed in block diagram, Fig. 1.1, it is desirable to combine these 

functions as much as possible to reduce the circuit complexity. The 

comparator-latch should have a well-defined threshold, high gain at the 

threshold, and positive feedback to insure proper latching. Figure 3.6 

shows a circuit which meets these requirements. 1^ and I^ are input 

currents. The comparator is a current-sensitive threshold detector 

featuring both high gain and positive feedback at the threshold. 1^ is 

normally greater than IThe comparator charges state and latches when 

1^ = I^. The threshold is adjusted by the initial amount 1^ is offset 

from 1^. and form a current mirror [Frederiksen, Davis and Zobel, 

1971] such that the collector current of equals the current through 

Q^. 1^ and are subtracted at node A to generate AI. When AI is 

2 
positive, 3 multiplication, g being the common emitter current gain, of 

AI takes place through and (Q,. off), such that the collector 

2 
current of is 3 AI. This is subtracted from the current through Q^. 

The collector current of Q becomes less and AI becomes greater. Thus, 

there is positive feedback at the threshold (AI slightly positive). The 

positive feedback continues until saturates and is turned off. The 
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Fig. 3.6 Comparator-Latch 



sensors can now return to 1^ > I^ without the output changing. When 

1^ > I2 > the comparator can be activated again by pulsing the base of 

Q,. positive. This causes to saturate, while turns off and turns 

on. Since 1^ > , AI remains negative, turning off and the output 

voltage rises. The comparator remains in this state until I^ > 

The basic limitation observed in the comparator-latch is 

mismatch in the current mirror (Q^ and C^)• The devices fabricated and 

tested in breadboard circuits indicate a match of better than 1%. The 

number of samples is small, however, and is only for one processing run. 

A more general guideline for current mirror mismatch can be obtained from 

the data sheet for the LM3900 quad operational amplifier by National 

Semiconductor which has a current mirror input. The specification for 

the current mirror gain is 1 + 10% ya/ya [Linear Integrated Circuits, 

1974]. A closer match in the mirror can be obtained by padding the 

emitters of and Q2 with large geometry resistors, Rg, as shown in 

Fig. 3.7. The resistor ratio for such resistors can be held to + 1% 

or better for close proximity, equal value resistors. If the resistors 

are made large enough that 

I^R » V. 
E e be 

where V, is the emitter base voltage; I„ is the current through the 
be e, 

emitter, and R^, is the padding resistor, the mismatch of the current 

mirror becomes essentially that of the resistors. Thus, the current 

mirror mismatch can be held to better than 1%, provided area is avail

able for a pair of large geometry resistors. 
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Fig. 3.7 Comparator-Latch with Emitter Padding 
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3.6 Heaters 

The heaters used in ETC pulse generators need not be linear; 

they simply need to produce a prescribed amount of power when turned on. 

A simple transistor driven by a current source will often suffice. The 

power generated by such a configuration, shown in Fig. 3.8, is simply: 

p = 1(V + V 
CB be 

There are small errors introduced by the fact that , the common base 

current gain, is slightly less than unity and by the indeterminancy of 

Vfae, the forward emitter base voltage. However, ot^ is generally greater 

than .99, contributing a maximum 1% error, and V, should be known to 
be 

within .1 volt, which, when compared to a 15.6 volt collector to emitter 

voltage, is also less than a 1% error. 

The power limitation of this simple configuration occurs when 

the transistor is forced into saturation by its own collector saturation 

resistance, R . That is, when I_ > V-^/R the transistor saturates, 
sat C CB sat 

The collector current is limited to V^/R and the maximum power 
CB sat r 

capability has effectively been reached. 

A typical monolithic npn transistor on 1 ohm-cm material, with

out buried layer can be expected to have an R of approximately 1.5 K 
Scl L 

ohms. Then, for example, the collector current from a 15 volt supply is 

limited to 10 ma for a maximum power capability of 150 mw. 

The circuit in Fig. 3.9 shows a more complex heater, which 

provides a well-defined current gain and greater power capability in 

exchange for additional area. This heater configuration relies on the 
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Fig. 3.8 Single Transistor Heater Driven by a Current Source 
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Fig. 3.9 Multitransistor Heater 



intrinsic match between integrated devices and can be expected to have 

about the same 10% tolerances as the current mirror. To improve the 

accuracy, the emitters can be padded as before. Furthermore, the limi

tation on current gain and maximum power capability is now dependent 

primarily on the amount of area that can be afforded for the heaters. 

Specific current gains can be achieved by ratioing the transistor 

emitter areas. In Fig. 3.10, A is the ratio of the area of the transis

tor emitter to the area of the emitter of the diode-connected transistor. 

The total area expended by the multitransistor heater is not as large as 

first appearances might indicate. All transistors except those connected 

as diodes have common collectors, and can therefore be placed in a common 

isolation region. 

In the two chip pulse generator of Fig. 2.11, the heaters are on 

the insulated chip which has only the heater and two sensor transistors. 

The remaining circuitry is on the non-insulating chip to avoid self-

heating. For this reason, additional area for heaters is not a problem 

in the two-chip ETC pulse generator. 

The fact that a multitransistor heater is capable of temperature-

independent current gain with higher power capability will become invalu

able in fabricating the bootstrapped structure described in Chapter 5. 

3.7 Summary 

The components as discussed in this chapter were purposely 

treated with a rather broad-brush approach, simply pointing out the 

salient thermal features involved. In the following chapter, the 
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important electronic features will be discussed in sufficient detail to 

enable the design of an ETC pulse generator. 

The primary consideration in this chapter was the sensor. It is 

the most difficult and certainly the most sensitive component. Several 

configurations were proposed, from a simple diode sensor to a high gain 

ambient-rejection sensor. The ultimate choice of a particular sensor 

depends on the circuit specifications, the processing available and the 

yield desired. Unfortunately, all of the sensors require an offset 

adjustment to compensate for the initial transistor mismatch. 

The heater and comparator-latch circuits were found to be simple 

and easy to manufacture. A multitransistor heater was discussed which 

has the desirable features of temperature independent current gain and 

higher power capability than a single transistor heater. 

Based on the versatility of the circuits discussed in this chap

ter, the designs in the following chapters will consist primarily of 

applying these components to a series of block diagrams. 



CHAPTER 4 

QUANTITATIVE DESIGN OF THE TWO-CHIP PULSE GENERATOR 

4.1 Basic Thermal Considerations 

The main topic of this chapter is the two-chip pulse generator. 

Since the basic building blocks have been discussed in Chapter 3, the 

design of the pulse generator consists of the proper interconnection of 

these blocks according to the block diagram of Fig. 1.1. The results 

are then evaluated and the sources of error catalogued. 

To minimize laboratory time in evaluating the various pulse 

generator configurations to be considered, a general 80x80 mil array 

of transistors was fabricated. The entire wafer was mounted on a glass 

slide 47 mils thick using a thermally nonconductive epoxy (Ablebond 

41-1 by Ablestik Laboratories). Then, the chips were separated by a dia

mond saw which cut through both the wafer and glass slide. 

The layout of the general array of transistors is shown in Fig. 

4.1. Figure 4.2 is a photograph of the resulting chip. 

Prior to the fabrication of a complete pulse generator circuit, 

a simple heater and sensor arrangement was constructed in order to obtain 

data on the thermal transient. The configuration is shown in Fig. 4.3. 

The sensor is an absolute thermometer and the heater is a single transis

tor. 

on the experimental chip was chosen as the heater. and 

were chosen as the sensor transistors. The rest of the circuitry was 
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Fig. 4.1 Location of Components on the Experimental Chip 



Fig. 4.2 Photomicrograph of the Experimental Transistor Array 
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Fig. 4.3 Configuration for Basic Thermal Data 



breadboarded externally using so-called kit parts. Kit-parts are inte

grated devices, several to a package, bonded to be used as discrete 

devices. They give an excellent indication of what can be expected when 

the circuit is completely integrated. 

As was discussed in Chapter 3, sensor offset is a most critical 

performance parameter. Therefore, the output of the experimental 

absolute temperature sensor was measured at room temperature and found 

to be +3.896 volts. The theoretical output was calculated to be +4.08 

volts, implying an input transistor offset at room temperature of .53 

mv, which is equal to an 11.3°C error, and unfortunately confirms the 

need for an offset adjustment in an ETC pulse generator. 

Next, a square wave of current was applied to the heater transis

tor Q^, and the output was measured as a function of time. Figure 4.4 

consists of photographs showing the resulting rise and fall times. When 

allowed to settle to its full magnitude, the thermal transient was found 

to be 210 mv. 

From this and the photographs, the effective thermal time 

constant was calculated using the model in Fig. 4.5 and the following 

equations: 

AT(t) = AT(°°) (1 - e~t/'T) (4.1) 

where 

t = time 

AT(°°) = the magnitude of the transient 

= PR 

t  = the time constant 
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Horizontal = 1 sec/div Vertical = 50 mv/div 

(a) Thermal Rise Time 

Fig. 4.4 Thermal Transients in the Experimental Chip 
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Horizontal = 1 sec/div Vertical = 50 mv/div 

(b) Thermal Fall Time 

Fig. 4.4 (Continued) 
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Fig. 4.5 Simple Thermal Structure 



AT(t) = the chip temperature as a function of time 

Thus 

T = 

Ztl 
1 _ AT(t) 

AT(«) (4.2) 

for any given t. 

Selecting a data point, t = 2.6 seconds from the photograph in 

Fig. 4.4a, one finds the output to be 150 mv, which implies 

T = 2.075 seconds 

This result was then checked against the theoretical prediction 

based on the simple model for the thermal structure of Fig. 4.5. Recall 

that this simple model is valid only as long as the insulator and 

insulator geometry are chosen so that the contributions from the silicon, 

as shown in Fig. 2.12 are ignorable. In the present example, this can 

be verified quickly by observing Table 2.2 and noting that there is 

approximately a factor of 100 difference in the thermal conductivities 

of glass and silicon, and that whereas the thermal capacities per cubic 

mil are nearly the same, the volume of the glass is much larger than that 

of the silicon. 

Applying the simple model of 4.5 to the experimental structure, 

one finds the parameters to be 

k^ = thermal conductivity of the insulator 

= .029 mw/°C-mil for glass 
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SL = thickness of the insulator 

= 47 mils 

A = Area = LW 

= 80x80 mils^ 

= the density of the insulator 

= 2.6 gm/cc for glass 

c^ = thermal capacity in cal/gm°C 

= .161 cal/gm°C 

Combining these values, we obtain 

„o , i «-6 mw-sec p c = 28.6 x 10 r 
°C-mil (4.3) 

, _ - mw-sec c - p1c1 * vol - 8.6 (4_4) 

R " TT " -253 ~ tb. ii k^A mw (4.5) 

with a resulting x = RC = 2.17 seconds, which is excellent agreement with 

the measured value of 2.075 seconds. In fact, the error is only 4.8%. 

In terms of material parameters, the thermal time-constant is 

given by 

T " R C "  I Cl w  (Vi™" 
1 

pici*2 

" \ (4.6) 



Notice that the insulator RC product is proportional only to the square 

of the thickness of the insulator. Thus, the thicker the insulator is, 

the longer the time constant will be. This is convenient because once 

the insulator is chosen, x for a simple structure can be chosen simply 

by choosing the insulator thickness, independent of the chip area. 

The theoretical value of R can be checked directly by applying 

power and measuring the change in sensor output. With 64.8 mw applied 

to the heater, the measured output was 318 mv. The theoretical thermal 

resistance is .253 °C/mw. Thus, 64.8 mw of power results in a thermal 

transient of 16.4°C. Applying the thermometer Eq. (3.12), we find 

„ /E1 + R2 \ k(AT) „ ... 
'out " ̂ )~i tn 2 " 340 mv 

The good correlation between the theoretical and experimental 

results indicates that there should be little problem in manufacturing 

two-chip thermal structures with predictable characteristics. 

Although the previous results indicate good correlation, two 

possible sources of error should still be considered. The two most 

prominent second order thermal effects are the thermal losses through 

the bonding wires, and radiation losses at high temperatures. 

A typical bonding wire is assumed to be gold, 1 mil in diameter 

and 150 mils in length. The thermal resistance per bonding wire is then 

calculated to be 25.6 deg/mw. The thermal capacity of the bonding wire 

is ignored, because although the thermal capacity of gold per unit 

volume is 1.37 times that of silicon [Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 
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1963] , the total volume of gold in the bonding wires is generally negli

gible with respect to the volume of silicon and insulator. 

When the thermal resistance of .253 °C/mw of the glass insulator 

in the experimental structure is compared to one bonding wire, the bond

ing wire is found to contribute approximately a 1% error. If the error 

caused by several bonding wires is unacceptable, symmetrical placement 

of the wires will allow their effect to be taken into account simply as 

a resistance paralleling the resistance of the insulator. In this way, 

the effects of bonding wires can be taken into account in the choice of 

insulator thickness. 

As a first approximation to radiation-induced losses, the silicon 

chip is assumed to be a black body; this assumption yields worst-case 

radiation losses. The maximum allowable temperature of the chip is 

assumed to be 500°K (approximately the maximum temperatures for silicon 

pn junctions). 

According to the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law 

E(T) = OT4 (4.7) 

where 

E = energy radiated 

T = temperature in "Kelvin 

„ „ ,^-8 watts 
a = 5.7 x 10 

(meter)^(degree)^ 

3 
The energy radiated at 500°K is 3.56 x 10 watts/sq. meter. For 

an 80x80 mil chip, the power radiated is approximately 24 mw. 



To raise the temperature of the 80x80 mil chip on 47 mils of 

glass 100°K (assuming an ambient of 400°K) requires 395.2 mw. The 24 mw 

black body radiation is about 6%. This result means that radiation losses 

can generally be ignored, since the emissivity of the aluminum silicon-

dioxide surface of the chip, although complex is certainly much less than 

unity. In fact, by covering large areas of the chip with aluminum which 

has an emissivity .022 [Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1963], the 

radiation can be reduced to approximately 2% of black body radiation. 

Furthermore, in most applications the total temperature will be less than 

500°K, and with the background radiating towards the chip as well, the 

radiation losses become entirely negligible. 

Thus, for many applications the thermal transient can be calcu

lated simply by the parallel RC network of the insulator as shown in Fig. 

4.5. It will be noted, however, that just prior to the application of 

the simple model in Fig. 4.5, the thermal capacity of the silicon, 

representing approximately 20% of the insulator capacity was discarded 

and more recently, a ten-bonding-wire error representing 10% of the ther

mal resistance of the insulator was likewise ignored. 

However, these effects are simply taken into account without 

changing the essence of the model. That is, by way of example, the ther

mal resistance of the silicon has been shown to be negligible with 

respect to the insulator (Table 2.2). Therefore, referring to Fig. 1.1, 

the thermal resistance representing the silicon will be assumed to be 

zero, resulting in a model consisting of a single resistor paralleled 

by two capacitors. Furthermore, the bonding wires can be taken into 



account as resistors paralleling the resistor which represents the insula

tor. The end result is the single pole, parallel RC network shown in 

Fig. 4.6, with a time constant t defined by 

Applying this equation to the experimental configuration with ten 

bonding wires and with the capacitance of the silicon included, we find 

x to be 2.027 seconds, which when compared to a measured 2.075 seconds 

is only 2.36% in error! When the bonding wire correction is applied to 

the total resistance, the result, .23 °C/mw is found to be only 2.88% 

different than the experimental value of .2366 °C/mw. 

Thus, the complete thermal model including bonding wires and 

silicon capacitance is found to be extremely accurate and yet simple in 

form. The temperature effects of the silicon are still dominated by the 

insulator properties with only small corrections being required for the 

bonding wires and the thermal capacity of silicon. The radiation losses 

are negligible. Perhaps most importantly, the single pole model 

/_£ .  KW) 
ik.LW N 
l 

(4.8) 

where 

N is the number of bonding wires 

R^ is the expected thermal resistance per wire 

3 
pg is the density in gm/cm of the silicon 

cg is the thermal capacitance of the silicon in cal/gm-°C 

H is the thickness of the silicon 
s 
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Fig. 4.6 Corrected Simple Model to Include Bonding Wires and Silicon 
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including second order effects is still simple in form and easy to handle 

mathematically. 

4.2 Duration 

With the single pole thermal model of Fig. 4.6 confirmed, design

ing a thermal structure for a given duration becomes a straightforward 

process. The thermal transient for a step function of power applied at 

t = 0 can be expressed as: 

AT(t) = PR(1 - e"t/T) (4.9) 

where 

x is the equivalent RC, and 

AT is the differential temperature T-T^^ 

The pulse duration, D, is then calculated to be: 

1 
D = T £n 

Thresh 
PR (4.10) 

where 

^Thresh = comparator threshold expressed in °C. 

This equation does not tell the whole story, however. Notice from 

the thermal signal in Fig. 4.4, that as the threshold is placed very close 

to PR, in other words, as D is made appreciably larger than x, the slope 

of temperature versus time becomes progressively smaller, and the pulse 

duration becomes extremely sensitive to noise or any small drifts in 
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circuit component values. For excellent repeatability, the pulse lengths 

should be no longer than approximately x. Of course, T is easily chosen 

by selecting the geometry of the insulator. 

4.3 Recovery Time 

The pulse generation cycle is ended when the rising temperature 

reaches the threshold. At this point, the comparator is activated and 

the heater power is turned off. The output voltage returns to its low 

state and the temperature decays exponentially to ambient. The period 

after the pulse ends, as the temperature is decaying to ambient is called 

the recovery time. During the recovery time, the temperature varies with 

time as 

AI(t) * TThreSh(e"t/T' <4al> 

where t = 0 at the time the power is removed. A good example of the 

temperature decay is shown in the fall photograph of Fig. 4.4b. 

Notice that if the pulse generator is retriggered before the 

temperature has returned to ambient, there will be an error in the result

ing pulse duration. If ATq is the temperature at which the circuit is 

retriggered, 

AT(t) = PR + (AT - PR)e~t/RC (4.12) 
o 

where t is measured from the initiation of the trigger pulse. 

Thus, if t is defined as the time between the end of the previous 

pulse and the triggering of a new pulse 

AT(t) = PR + [TThresh(e"tr/T)-PR]e"t/T (4.13) 
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If D is the duration, then 

AT(D) = T, 
Thresh 

and 

D = t In 
(T, 

-tr/x 
Thresh 

) - PR 

^Thresh ~ ̂  (4.14) 

Table 4.1 shows the percent error versus recovery time for a 

typical pulse generator with PR equal to twice the threshold temperature. 

Rapid retriggering is obviously a major problem if accurate pulses are 

desired. When the recovery time is equal to t, the error in pulse 

duration is still 30.5%. 

In Chapter 6 a configuration is discussed which essentially 

removes this "recovery-time" or "duty-cycle" limitation. But, for a 

simple ETC pulse generator, rapid retriggering places severe limitations 

on the pulse duration accuracy. 

4.4 Actual Configuration 

Figure 4.7 is the schematic of a simple ETC pulse generator that 

was constructed by using the general IC chip mounted on glass. The cir

cuitry, other than the heater transistor and two sensor transistors, was 

constructed with kit-parts and discrete resistors. The thermometer is a 

rejection thermometer as described in Chapter 3; and are the ambi

ent sensors, Q a is the heater. 2. y 
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Table 4.1 Duration versus Recovery Time for a Typical Pulse Generator 

tr D 

.05t .0476T 

• I t  .0909T 

.5t  .3317T 

I t  .489t  

2t  . 623T 

5T .68977T 

10t  .69312T 

.69314t  
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Fig. 4.7 Simple ETC Pulse Generator 

o 



The outstanding feature of this circuit configuration is that 

current becomes the important parameter. The output used by the 

comparator-latch mechanism is not the voltage at the emitter of Q q̂» 

but rather the current which flows through Rg. Thus, the sensor output 

becomes: 

,-5 
I(AT) | 8.66 x 10 £n 2 j 

, (AT) (4.15) 

The sensor current is routed into the comparator-latch, where it is com

pared with a fixed current proportional to the threshold temperature; 

this current is given by 

IfT . 8.66 x IP'5 to 2 (TIhresh) 

Thresh 
R (4.16) 
s 

The resistor is retained to provide gain for the Miller capacitance 

of Qg, which ensures closed loop stability in the thermometer. 

The current through the thermometer current source is 30 ya. 

With the 2 to 1 division, the current through is 10 ya. The current 

through is 20 ya. In these devices, the current levels are pur

posely kept low because the lateral pnp's in the active load (Q^, and 

Q^) begin to exhibit high-level injection [Thornton, Dewitt, Chenette 

and Gray, 1967; Grebene, 1972] at very low currents (less than 100 ya). 

The high level injection at such low currents is due to the small area 

in the vertical sidewalls of the p diffusion, as shown in Fig. 4.8. 



P Collector 

Imitter 

Sidewalls where 
lateral PNP 
action occurs 

15y 
n Epi Base 

P Substrate 

4.8 Cross-Section of Lateral PNP Transistor 
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Notice that there has also been a modification to the 2:1 active 

load from Fig. 3.5. The $ of a typical lateral pnp transistor is by 

nature low; approximately 5 to 10. Therefore, the pnp base currents in 

the simple active load, as used in Fig. 3.5, will be an appreciable part 

of the total current. Figure 4.9 shows schematically how the error is 

manifested. From this figure, it is easily seen that: 

^out _ 23 
I. " 3 + 3 (4.17) 
m 

where 3 = 3 of lateral pnp. For 3 = 10, I ^/I. = 1.53, or a 23.5% error 
out in 

from the desired 2.0. 

A substrate pnp having a typical 3 of 100 can be added as a 

buffer, as shown in Fig. 4.10 to reduce the base current offset to a 

reasonable level. For this case 

'"out 23 

Xin & + f- (4.18) 
s 

where 3 = 3 of the substrate pnp. For example, with 3 = 10 and 3 = 100 
s s 

> 1.994 
in 

for a much improved 0.3% error. 

As was mentioned with regard to the comparator-latch, if the pro

cessing schedule does not provide well-matched pnp's, padding resistors 

may be added to the emitters of the active load. 
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Fig. 4.9 Simple Active Load 
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Fig. 4.10 Modified Active Load 
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The sensor output in Fig. 4.7 is passed through transistors Q^. 

and to provide high-impedance buffering between the thermometer and 

the comparator-latch. 

The comparator-latch remains as described in Chapter 3, and the 

output is taken from the collector of When the pulse is on, (^q is 

off and the output is at ground. When the pulse is off, (^q is saturated, 

and the output is at -V + V + V, . 
cc cesat be 

Transistors QooS Q0/ , Qoc and Q0(, provide a switch, which, when 
Li Z.H ZO 2b 

on, directs the current from R into the current mirror Q„., and Qno, 
p 2.1 2. o 

providing the heater current in ^22 acts as a driver to t*ie switch; 

when Q22 saturates, and in the switch are turned on. and 

are off, and the power is removed from the heater. The use of the current 

mirror to provide current to the heater is clumsy and is only used in this 

case because the general IC chip has only a single transistor heater. 

Composite npn-pnp transistors have been used in the switch and 

buffer transistors because the lateral pnp transistors have limited 

current capabilities. By arranging the composite so that the pnp provides 

only base current for the npn, the transistor pair is made to function 

like a high-g, high-current pnp. The bulk of the current is actually 

being carried by the npn. 

The composite transistor does have a current limitation, however, 

brought about by the R of the npn. For a typical 1 ohm-cm process, 

R may be expected to be on the order of 1.5 K ohms, limiting the 
SAU 

switch and buffer capabilities to approximately 10 milliamps for a 15 

volt supply. 
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The potentiometer, R , is used to subtract the error current 

caused by the initial offset in the sensor. This adjustment is a conveni

ent way of setting the threshold by varying the initial offset current as 

shown in Fig. 4.11. 

In terms of the variables in Fig. 4.7, the pulse duration Eq. 

(4.14) now becomes 

D = R An 

V -V, 
cc be , -tr/Tx 
— (e )-

S 
(+V + 2V )(+V + V, )R 

cc be cc be 

*P 

/AV(AT)\ 
I Rs /. 

(V -V, ) 
cc be + I 

offset 
'Vcc+ 2Vbe\ ( +v }RAV(At) 
^ R / v cc be'' R 

P s 

(4.19) 

where 

AV(AT) is the thermal voltage applied across R 
s 

AV(AT) = 8.66 x 10~5 to 2 AT 

R is the thermal resistance 

V, is the emitter base voltage 
be 

Figure 4.12 shows an actual thermal transient generated by the 

circuit of Fig. 4.7. The thermal signal rises until it reaches the 

threshold, then decays as the power is removed. 

With its offset adjusted to different levels by R^, the bread-

boarded pulse generator was able to produce pulses with durations from 

two hundred milliseconds up to four seconds with no measurable variation 

of duration in successive pulses. Above four seconds, the thermal signal 
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Fig. 4.11 Effect of Varying Initial Offset 
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. 4.12 Photograph of the Thermal Transient in a Typical 
Two—Chip ETC Pulse Generator 



was rising so slowly that the pulse duration was very dependent on noise 

and became quite inconsistent. 

Recall that while the pulse generator performed as expected, the 

offset adjustment was necessary in order to initially set the duration. 

4.5 Limitations of the Two-Chip Circuit 

Several points should be made regarding the limitations of the 

two-chip ETC pulse generator. First, as seen in Eq. (4.19), there is a 

very strong power supply dependence. This is a consequence of power 

being equal to 

• V 

in the simple configuration. 

The duration is also a function of ambient temperature because of 

the effect of temperature on the various components. Equation (4.19) can 

be modified to calculate the temperature effects by the addition of a 

drift term 

[AV (AT )AT , /R ] 
os amb amb s 

to I rj- » where AV (AT , ) is the first term in Eq. (3.25) for sensor 
offset os amb 

error . This term defines the ambient temperature induced drift of the 

voltage applied across Rg (Fig. 4.6). AT
amb is t'ie change in Tamb • 

However, before this calculation is made, observe that the temper

ature effects in the (V + 2V, )(V + V, ) term will tend to be very 
cc be cc be 

important because of the effective squaring of the (VQC + ̂ e) drift. 

If that specific term were changed to (Vcc + V ê)( ĉc - V ĝ), the 
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Importance of the V ê drift with temperature would be greatly diminished 

because of the elimination of the cross product terns. This modification 

can be accomplished simply as shown in Fig.4.13. The current to the 

heater becomes (V - V, )/R and the heater voltage is (V + V, ). 
cc be p " cc be 

With this change incorporated, Eq. (4.19) for an infinite recov

ery time becomes 

Vcc1- Vbe>(Vcc - Vbe)R / AV ( AT) j 

s 
R 

D - T Jin 
V -V, \ AV (AT u) cc be \ , T , os amb 

j+ offset + R 

(V + V, )(V -V, )R 
cc be cc be AV(AT) 

*T 
R R 

s 

(4.20) 

A typical set of parameters, excepting the thermal variation of the 

insulator might be as follows: 

Maximum ambient variation = AT , maximum = 100°C 
amb 

+V = 15V 
cc 

-V = -15V 
cc 

R = 1.25 Kfl 
P 

P = 180 mw 

R = .253 °C/mw 

R = 20. 
s 

= 15 Kft 

-5 
AV (AT) = 8.66 x 10 In 2 AT 

The initial offset = 1 mv (as seen at R ) 
s 

AVos(4Tan,b> * (1 00°K) 4Iamb 

Vbe -



2K 
Comparator-latch 

output f ,1K: 

To Heater 
-V 

-V cc 
cc 

Fig. 4.13 Modified Sv;itch to Reduce Importance 
of V, in Duration 

be 
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1 = 0 
offset 

dVv /dt = -2 mv/°C 
be 

The threshold current is .973 ma, resulting in a duration of 

D = 1.21t 

From Fletcher [1970] , typical resistance changes in integrated resistors 

_3 
are found to be 1.05 x 10 /°C, yielding a 10.5% variation in resistance 

over a of 100°C. Substituting this variation into Eq. (4.20), 

along with the sensor drift, 

^os^^amb^ , 1 mv 100°C irr 

R = M = 300^0 * 2 = -165 ma ' 
s 

power supply drift, 

AV = + 0.3V , 
cc 

and V, variation, 
be 

AV, = - 2 • 100°C = -200 mv , 
be L. 

we obtain 

D = 1.126x 

or a 6.8% change in duration due to a 100°C change in ambient temperature. 

This example shows that the circuit with the modification of 

Fig. 4.13 reduces to errors induced by ambient temperature variations to 

a level which is acceptable for many applications. The temperature 



variation of x has not been included in the analysis, since x is primar

ily dependent on the insulator and requires an in-depth study of the 

thermal properties of various insulators. 

As was discussed in Section 4.2, the long-duration limitation for 

a two-chip pulse generator is approximately x. However, nothing was said 

with regard to the minimum duration. To a first order it would appear 

that the duration for any given configuration can be made arbitrarily 

short by increasing the power and lowering the threshold. The major 

limitation of this approach is caused by the sensor offset drift, which 

is effectively a threshold drift. Thus, the threshold must be placed 

sufficiently high to make the sensor drift second order. This concept is 

best demonstrated by an example. 

Assume that the sensor offset is 1 mv at room temperature, 300°K, 

and assume the ambient variation is 100°C. The total sensor drift is 

AT = ^os^^amb^ _ 1 mv(100°K) _ .33 mv 
R " (300°K) R " R (4.21) 
s s s 

The sensor gain is 

I (AT) = (8.66 x 10~5 AT Jin 2)/Rg 

= 6.007 x 10~5 AT/R (4.22) 
s 

Assuming that the temperature-induced error can be at most 5%, we see 

that the threshold current must be 6.6 mv/R . This is equivalent to a 
s 

threshold temperature of 110°C. The multitransistor heater, shown in 

Fig. 4.14 is used to increase the maximum power available. If the 
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Fig. 4.14 Typical Multitransistor Heater 
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transistor R is 1.5 K ohms, the maximum current per transistor becomes 
S3.U 

20 ma, and from Eq. (4.23), the maximum power becomes 2,767.2 mw, which 

amounts to a temperature swing (PR) of 699.8°C. 

P = (30)(4x3 I ) + 30(21 ) + I (2V ) (4.23) 
p p p be 

Applying Eq. (4.10), with a threshold at 110°C, we find 

D = .171t 

which demonstrates that the miminum pulse available from this configura

tion is indeed severely limited by the sensor drift and, for this example, 

is only on the order of 1/5 of the maximum duration. 

Table 4.2 is a table of pulse duration versus recovery time for 

this configuration, and is included to again demonstrate the importance 

of the recovery time in accurate pulse generation. Notice that 2x or 

approximately 10 pulse widths are required for recovery to 10% accuracy. 

Thus, the simple two-chip pulse generator is limited in range of 

duration from a maximum of approximately It to a minimum of approximately 

.2t, indicating that freedom for wide variation of pulse duration cannot 

be achieved through simple electrical adjustment. The pulse duration must 

be defined by the insulator thickness and the power applied. Electrical 

adjustment can only provide a moderate range of adjustment. Furthermore, 

rapid retriggering will cause large errors in pulse duration. 

4.6 The Fully-Integrated Circuit 

A fully-integrated version of the ETC pulse generator is shown in 

Fig. 4.15. Noticeably, there are some changes from the kit-part version. 
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Table 4.2 Duration versus Recovery Time for a Short Duration ETC 
Pulse Generator 

tr D 

.it .0176t 

.5t .0708t 

It .111t 

2t .149t 

5t .1699t 

<*> ,171t 



= +15V 

= -15V 

Fig. 4.15 IC ETC Pulse Generator 



First, the resistor divides R^, and Rg is replaced by the more 

integrable configuration of Fig. 4.16. For this circuit 

I /AV = (1+F" + ¥1)/R3 
\ 1 1 // 3 (4.24) 

which implies that for R^ large, the resistance can be made to appear 

small, although it is actually composed of larger value resistors. The 

importance of this is that integrated resistors are typically fabricated 

during a base diffusion which commonly has a sheet resistance of 200 ohms 

per square. Thus, a 2 ohm resistor would require an impossible resistor 

200 squares wide and only one square long, with a final resistance 

dominated by the second order effects normally neglected at the metal

lizations . 

The configuration shown in Fig. 4.15, while seemingly more com

plex, is really very producible in integrated form. As many of the 

large value load resistors as possible are replaced by active loads which 

require less area. Notice also that all of the circuitry, with the 

exception of the two sensor transistors and the heaters is on the chip 

that will be mounted directly on the header, so that extraneous thermal 

transients will not affect the thermal signals of interest. 

Since the heater-sensor chip has so few components, several 

advantages can be gained by using the more complex heater configuration 

of Fig. 3.9. First, by using many devices to carry the heater current, 

the R restriction on the heater power is eased. Secondly, the power 

is more evenly distributed on the chip, and thirdly, the current level 
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Fig. 4.16 Replacement Resistive Network 



in the switch is reduced, relaxing the npn R and pnp high-current 
Sal 

limitations associated with the switch. 

The University of Arizona camera system used for making masks 

has some fairly stringent restrictions in resolution near the edges of 

the chip. The active loads of Fig. 4.15 which require lateral pnp's 

and therefore excellent resolution, are replaced by resistors in the 

feasibility circuit of Fig. 4.17. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 are photographs 

of the two IC chips fabricated in the laboratory. These circuits were 

not brought to a working stage. The large amounts of time and money 

required to enforce processing controls necessary to fabricate circuits 

of this complexity make it inadvisable to pursue an operational, com

pletely integrated ETC pulse generator at The University of Arizona. 

However, the success of the kit-part breadboards indicates that 

the designs are workable, and the successful layout of the two inte

grated chips demonstrates that the chip area required to fabricate such 

circuits is indeed realistic. 

4.7 Conclusions Regarding the Two-Chip ETC Pulse Generator 

In the preceding sections, it has been demonstrated that a two-

chip ETC pulse generator can be designed to perform as predicted. Second 

order thermal effects including bonding wires, radiation, and thermal 

capacity of silicon were considered, and the single pole model was appro

priately modified and confirmed by experiment. A set of schematics was 

given for circuits which achieve the desired results. Circuits were 

fabricated to prove the concept. The designs presented were shown to be 
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Fig. 4.18 Photomicrograph of the 80x80 mil Heater-Sensor Chip 



Fig. 4.19 Photomicrograph of the 80x80 mil Chip, Including 
the Comparator-Latch and Ambient Sensors 
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not only predictable, but fairly insensitive to ambient temperature 

variations. 

Performance was shown to be critical in only one area, the 

sensor offset. Initial sensor offset causes an offset adjustment to be 

required in setting the pulse duration, unless the designer is willing 

to accept a correspondingly low yield. 

The maximum reliable pulse duration available from any given 

configuration was found to be limited to approximately x, the thermal 

time constant. An example was presented to demonstrate that the minimum 

duration pulse available from a given configuration is limited by the 

drift of the sensor and the maximum power that can be applied. In the 

example the minimum pulse was found to be .17x. 

Finally, a completely integrated pulse generator was discussed 

and fabricated to prove the overall feasibility of the concept. 

4.8 The One-Chip Version 

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, the single chip ETC pulse 

generator is useful only in certain restricted applications because of 

the temperature sensitivity of the thermal parameters of silicon. How

ever, since applications may occur where restricted environment and 

loose specifications make a single-chip circuit desirable, a short dis

cussion is given regarding the thermal transients and circuit design 

considerations in a one-chip ETC pulse generator. 

Friedman [1969], Gray [1969] and Ali [In Preparation] have 

complete discussions regarding derivations of ETC transfer for arbitrar

ily located heaters and sensors on a single chip. For the purposes of 
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this discussion, the transfer function given in Friedman [1969], Eq. 

(4.25), for the configuration in Fig. 4.20 is used. This particular 

transfer function is of interest because it demonstrates the two impor

tant facts regarding inverse transforming a generalized distributed 

network ETC response. The first is the problem of finding the poles of 

the circuit. The second is the problem of dealing with the infinite 

number of poles generated. 

The transfer function for differentially-connected heaters and 

sensors as presented in Friedman [1969] is 

/r /g cosh L /r g /t 1 , ' cosh L /r g ' /x 1 . ' 
AT t st a t6t s+1 c tst s+1 
P / t ' ' sinh (L + L, + L ) /r g ' /t ' ' ,, 0_^ s+1 ac> c tbt s+1 (4.25) 

where 

AT = differential temperature 

P = differental power 

r = 1/k m 
t s s 

gt = k±W/A 

c = c p Z W 
t s s s 

T' - C /g 

An important method in inverse transforming many types of distri

buted networks with transcendental denominators, such as Eq. (4.25), is 

that of applying the Weierstrass factor theorem by which many trans

cendental functions can be expressed as infinite products. A complete 
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discussion of this technique is given in Ghausi and Kelly [1968]. 

In this case, the infinite product for sinh0 is 

sinhe - err (i + -r2i^) 
n=l \ n + ir / (4.26) 

so that the denominator becomes 

Denominator = (/t ' ' )2(L +L.+L )/r g I f" ( 1 + 
s+1 a b c tst 1 ' I n=l \ 

(La + Lb + \ 

n2 + t:2 / (4.27) 

The poles are now immediately obvious. 

But, the question that now arises is that with an infinite number 

of poles, how good is a finite pole approximation, and how does the 

resulting error manifest itself? A complete discussion of this topic 

is again given in Ghausi and Kelly [1968] , but the salient features are 

rather general. 

With F(s) having an infinite number of poles, F(s) can be 

written as follows: 

*e> • 
-T—R (s+a ) 

1 n (4.28) n=l 

where N(s) is the numerator, and the -an's are the poles which are 

assumed to be in order of ascending magnitudes. The forcing function is 
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also assumed to be included in this notation. The resulting time domain 

solution is an infinite sum of exponentials, with the Rn's being the 

residues. Thus, 

F(t) = I R e~ant 

n=l (4.29) 

A finite pole approximation becomes 

N 

F(t) = I R e~3n 

n=l n (4.30) 

Again, recall that the an's are assumed to be in ascending order of 

magnitudes, a^ being the smallest. 

For a step function input to a distributed ETC network, the 

thermal capacity ensures that 

F<0) " I (4.31) 

but generally 

£ Rn * ° (4.32) 

Thus, a finite sum of residues yields an error in the calculated 

response at t = 0. 

Figure 2.7 shows the form of a thermal transient from a typical 

distributed thermal network excited by a step function. The higher 
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frequency poles cause the initial delay, while the lower frequency poles 

determine the risetime. 

As fewer poles are used, the mathematical error in the calculated 

step function response begins to build near t = 0, resulting from the 

finite sum of residues not being zero. Figure 4.21 is a typical finite-

pole approximation. Particular notice should be made of the fact that 

not only is there an analytical problem associated with the delay, but 

the delay becomes a physical constraint placed upon the shortest pulse 

duration that can be obtained from any given morphology of heaters and 

sensors. 

Figure 4.22 is a 100 pole step function response calculated for 

the chip shown in Fig. 4.23. The 80x30x10 mil chip is mounted on 10 mils 

of H film, and the thermal properties of silicon are assumed to be con

stant. Table 4.3 gives the thermal values used in the calculation. 

Notice that even at 100 poles, there is a significant error near 

zero. Also, notice the length of the delay. A pulse generator with a 

duration of approximately 30 ms can be fabricated using this thermal 

morphology, the basic circuit configuration and components being those 

derived for the two-chip pulse generator. The sensor can be a simple 

diode sensor, as in Section 3.1, because transistor matching is inherent 

and a restricted environment is assumed. However, in the single-chip 

configuration, great care must be taken to avoid having extraneous power 

signals. The multitransistor heater should be used to minimize current 

levels in all parts of the circuit other than the heaters. 



Time 

Fig. 4.21 Typical Finite Pole Approximation for a 
Distributed ETC Step Function Response 
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Fig. 4.22 A 100-pole Approximation to the Step Response of a 
Differential Single Chip Structure 
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Fig. 4.23 Thermal Configuration for Sample Single 
Chip Transient Analysis 
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Table 4.3 Thermal Quantities 

k = .0037 mw/°C-mil (H film) 

= .000013 mw-sec/°C-mil^ (H film) 

3 
p c = .000027 mw-sec/°C-mil (Silicon) 
s s 

k = 2.02 mw/°C-mil (Silicon) 
s 

P = 120 mw 
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W. J. Louw [1975] has developed specific morphologies which 

eliminate many of the higher order poles, making the infinite-pole 

distributed network appear as a virtual one-pole network. However, these 

morphologies require a great deal of space and are very sensitive to 

stray power signals in the chip. 

No further work was done regarding the single-chip pulse genera

tor because of its very limited applications. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE BOOTSTRAPPED ETC PULSE GENERATOR 

5.1 Thermal Background 

In Chapter 4, it was found that the maximum duration from a 

simple two-chip ETC pulse generator is limited to approximately x 

seconds. For pulses longer than t seconds, the slope of the tempera

ture versus time curve becomes progressively smaller as the temperature 

nears the threshold, making the pulse duration extremely sensitive to 

small charges in circuit parameters. In the case of the experimental 

chip, the maximum reliable duration was found to be on the order of 4 

seconds. A scan of tables of the thermal properties of various insula

tors [Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1963] indicates that while 

some improvements can be made by changing insulators, there appears to 

be little hope of finding an insulator which will provide orders of 

magnitude improvement over the glass used in the sample wafer, particu

larly since a large increase in the thermal resistance of the insulator 

will tend to make the losses through the bonding wires more important. 

This chapter, then, explores another method of expanding pulse 

duration. This method involves applying positive feedback or "boot

strapping", to force the temperature to continue rising rather than 

flattening off as in Fig. 4.4. 

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram for the thermal portion of such 

a system with positive feedback around a single pole ETC network. 
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Fig. 5.1 Block Diagram for Bootstrapped ETC Network 
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Fig. 5.2 Root Locus of a Positive Feedback Single 
Pole ETC Network 
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Applying simple feedback theory, we find the resulting transfer function 

to be 

P ^2 
AT(s) = r 

8 s + a " k2k3 (5.1) 

As ^2^) is made progressively larger, the pole moves in through zero 

on the real axis, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The other pole, representing the 

step function input, is stationary at zero. From the analysis in Chapter 

2, Eq. (2.3), is seen to be 1/C. Thus, 

AT(s) = 

sc(s + a - -^J (5.2) 

where 

a = 1/t = 1/RC 

R = the thermal resistance, and 

C = the thermal capacitance 

Equation (5.2) then becomes 

AT(s) = J 1 

C ( s + f c - £ k 3 )  < 5 - 3 >  

By selecting 

= 1_ 
C " RC (5.4) 

or 



the pole can be placed at zero, yielding 

AT(s) = P 

s2C 

which, when inverse transformed, is simply 
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k 
3 R (5.5) 

k3 = 1/R (5.6) 

0 

AT(t) = | t (5.7) 

The resulting thermal transient does not settle to a constant value as 

in the simple ETC configuration, but continues to rise linearly with time. 

To calculate the duration, recall that 

4T(D) * TThresh (5"8) 

which, when applied to Eq. (5.5), yields 

Thresh C 

which results in 

v = 5- D (5.9) 

D = T_. . £ (5.10) 
Thresh P 

The maximum pulse duration is now limited by only two factors. 

The first is the maximum threshold temperature, which is in turn deter

mined by the difference between the maximum temperature a junction can 
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withstand and the maximum ambient temperature. For example, the maximum 

junction temperature is usually considered to be 200°C ["The Semiconductor 

Data Library, 1972]. If the maximum ambient temperature is assumed to 

be 100°C, the maximum threshold temperature is then 100°C. 

The second factor limiting the maximum pulse duration is the 

minimum power that can reasonably be generated. The circuit implications 

of generating minimum power will be discussed in Section 5.2. However, 

to develop a feel for the pulse durations that might be expected from a 

bootstrapped ETC pulse generator, assume a of 100°C using the 

experimental wafer mounted on 47 mils of glass. Table 5.1 is a table 

showing the resulting pulse durations versus power. Notice that as the 

power is decreased, the improvement over a simple two-chip version is 

more than two orders of magnitude! 

5.2 Circuit Considerations 

The components necessary to build a circuit according to Fig. 5.1 

are the same as those for a simple two-chip configuration, with the 

exception of k^. In Fig. 5.1, is defined as the gain between tempera

ture and power. Thus, k^ is the product of the thermometer gain, times 

a current gain, times a voltage which yields power per degree C. This is 

obviously just a thermometer with a current output, connected to a heater 

with a temperature independent cutrent gain. The multitransistor heater 

of Fig. 3.9 is exactly the additional component necessary. 

Figure 5.3 is a more complete block diagram. Essentially, this 

is the same as the two-chip version with the addition of positive feed

back and current splitting at node A. The current is split because the 
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Table 5.1 Power Versus Duration for a Sample Bootstrapped ETC 
Pulse Generator with a Threshold of 100°C 

Power (mw) D (sec) 

100 10.43 

50 20.86 

10 104.30 

5 208.60 

1 1043.00 



•""Thresh Output 

Trigger 
Comparator-
latch 

Switch 

I (AT) + I 

Current gain 

I(AT)/2 

Heater 
NODE A 

I (AT) 

Thermal 
delay 

AT 
Thermometer 

Fig. 5.3 More Complete Bootstrapped ETC Pulse 
Generator Block Diagram 



thermometer output must now perform two functions, sensing the threshold 

and providing the feedback for bootstrapping. I is the current which 

sets the initial power, and :'-s t*ie threshold expressed in 

milliamperes. Notice that the current splitting has effectively halved 

the gain of the sensor. Thus, when calculating both the threshold and 

the feedback gain, the sensor must be treated as if it only had half of 

its actual gain. 

Figure 5.4 is the schematic of a bootstrapped pulse generator. 

The current splitting of Fig. 5.3 is effectively performed by the com

posite transistors and • These transistors not only 

split the current in half because of the intrinsic V, match, but also 
be 

buffer the comparator-latch from the positive feedback loop. 

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, the use of a multitransistor 

heater is not as clumsy as it might seem, since all of the additional 

transistors are on the heater-sensor chip which has area to spare. A 

word of caution is in order here; however, the match between the tran

sistors and diode-connected transistors becomes progressively worse at 

higher currents because of the effects of R within the diode-
SclC 

connected transistor. That is, as the current becomes larger, the 

diode-connected transistor will begin to saturate due to its internal 

R . When this happens, a greater percentage of the total diode 

current begins to flow in the base, and the intrinsic base resistance 

begins to change the profile of the current injection across the emitter, 

destroying the match between the emitter base junctions of the transis

tors and diode-connected transistor. As long as there is area available, 

the heater transistors should have dual base stripes, and if possible, 



+V = +15V 
cc 

Thresh 

Initial 
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heater 
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Tamb f/ 

jrl 4 ̂  
>- Pulse p-1—» 
t oOUt I 

h<T 
Switch 

-V = -15V 
cc 

Fig. 5.4 Schematic of Bootstrapped ETC Pulse Generator 
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full base and collector rings, as shown in Fig. 5.5, to help decrease 

R and the intrinsic base resistance. These precautions should 
S3t 

relieve the problem, and the heater for a standard 1 ohm-cm process 

should work well to at least 10 ma per transistor. Use of a buried layer 

will further reduce R . If more stringent matching is required, the 
S 3 L 

emitters can be padded with resistors to make the matching less depen

dent on the emitter base characteristics. 

The process of designing a bootstrapped pulse generator is best 

demonstrated by an example. Consider the sample 80x80x10 mil chip 

mounted on 47 mils of glass. Applying Eq. (5.4) 

k3 1 
x 2.027 sec (5.11) 

with 

C = 10.43 » 
(5.12) 

yields 

k3 = 5.145 mw/°C (5.13) 

If R is two ohms, the sensor gain is 
s 

AI(AT) = AV<AT) = 3.004 x 10~2 ma/°C (5.14) 
K 
s 

Then, the power per unit input current to the heater, defined as K^, 

must be 
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Fig. 5.5 The npn Transistor Layout Including Full Base 
and Collector Rings 
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2k3 

 ̂(AV(AT)/R ) 343*54 MW/MA (5.15) 

The factor of two in the numerator is to take into account the current 

splitting between the comparator and the feedback loop. Assuming 

+V = +15V, and -V = -15V, we find that the current gain, K , of the 
cc cc X 

heater is approximately 

*• ^ 343.54 
I +V -(-V ) 30 ... 

cc cc (5.16) 

Therefore, the heater in Fig. 5.6 should suffice, where A is defined as 

the ratio of transistor emitter area to diode emitter area. The power 

generated by this structure is 

P(I. ) = [(+V - (-V ) ] [ (2A) (31.) + 21 1 + I 2V, 17. v m cc cc m xn in be v.5.1/) 

so that 

K = [+V -(-V ) ] [6A + 2] + 2V mw/ma ft. 1Rv H cc cc be (5.18) 

Since the desired is 343.54 mw/ma and is .6, 

343.54 a 30[6A + 2] + 2(.6) (5.19) 

which results in a transistor-to-diode area ratio, A, of 1.569 necessary 

to provide the positive feedback required to force the pole to zero. 

Thus, the structure of Fig. 5.4 with the heater in Fig. 4.6 using an 

area ratio of 1.569 would result in a bootstrapped pulse generator. 
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+V = +15V 
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in 

A 

Fig. 5.6 A Multitransistor Heater for the Bootstrapped 
ETC Pulse Generator 
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The circuit that was breadboarded is slightly different in that 

it was modified to use the experimental wafer which has only a single 

heater transistor. Consequently, a discrete current gain circuit was 

substituted in series with the heater in order to provide the necessary 

gain. 

For the single transistor heater 

P = VCEI (5.20) 

which implies a discrete current gain defined by 

RR = V K = 343.54 mw/ma (5.21) 

which for a V-,, of 15.6V yields 

Kj = 21.96 mw/ma (5.22) 

21.96 is an inconvenient gain for discrete devices. So, K^. is assumed 

to be 16, and Rg is multiplied by the scale factor 16/21.96 to obtain the 

same closed loop response. 

Thus we obtain 

R = 2(16)/21.96 = 1.457 ohms (5.23) 
s 

The configuration of Fig. 4.15 is used to generate a small virtual 

resistance from larger valued resistors. The equation for this configura

tion is 



s. 
5 
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which for and equal to 200 ohms, in this example yields an R^ of 

27.05 K ohms. Figure 5.7 is a complete schematic of the circuit fabri

cated using the sample chip and kit parts. The initial power is adjusted 

by selecting the initial heater current through R^ and the composite 

transistor - Q^. The result is, of course, freedom to adjust the 

slope of the temperature versus time curve. The threshold is set at 

25°C by R^, the 28.3 K ohm resistor. 

Figure 5.8 is a photograph depicting the linearity of the thermal 

transient on the resulting circuit for a pulse duration of 13 seconds. 

Figure 5.9 is the thermal transient for a 30 second pulse duration. The 

photograph in Fig. 5.10 is a two-trace display of a thermal transient with 

the power adjusted to a very small level. Notice that the pulse duration 

is nearly 1.5 minutes! Since the maximum power is restricted by the R 
sat 

of the single transistor heater, this duration was nearly the upper limit 

for this configuration. However, if the power were generated by a normal 

multitransistor heater, the threshold could be raised to 100°C and the 

pulse durations could be extended to as much as 5 minutes. 

5.3 Circuit Components and Drifts 

The designs and analyses in the previous two sections have pre

sented a rather idealized discussion of the bootstrapped ETC pulse genera

tor in which the component tolerances and drifts were ignored. This 

section will take a less idealized view and re-analyze the structure in 

terms of the more important tolerances and drifts. To emphasize the 

basic interactions, the salient features will be presented separately 

rather than in one totally comprehensive equation. 
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Fig. 5.7 Schematic of the Breadboarded Bootstrapped ETC Pulse Generator 
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Horizontal = 2 sec/div Vertical = 100 mv/div 

5.8 Photograph Showing the Linearity of the Thermal 
Transient in a Bootstrapped ETC Pulse Generator 
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. 5.9 Photograph of the Thermal Transient in a 30-second 
ETC Pulse Generator 
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Horizontal = 5 sec/div Vertical = 100 mv/div 

Fig. 5.10 Two-trace Photograph of the Thermal Transient in a 
Minute and a Half ETC Pulse Generator 
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From Eq. (5.10), it would appear that if P, the power, is made 

vanishingly small, the duration can be made arbitrarily long. The 

initial power is determined, as shown in Fig. 5.3, by the current through 

resistor R and the offset current from the sensor, so that any drift in 
P 

the sensor offset will change the initial power, and therefore the pulse 

duration. 

For example, assume that in the circuit breadboarded in the pre

vious section, the section has an initial offset of 1 mv at room tempera

ture. This is equivalent to a sensor offset drift, 

-3 
AV (AT , ) = — AT . = .3xl0~5 AT . volts (5.25) 
os amb 300 amb amb 

which is equivalent to a current drift AI (AT , ) of 
os amb 

AV (AT ) 
AI (AT ,) = ——S!I2_ = 2.06x10 AT , ma (5.26) 
os amb R amb 

Incorporating the drift AIQS into P, the initial power, and assuming that 

the drift term is positive with respect to the initial current, yields 

D = C T C TThresh 
P Thresh K

H(I0+ AI(ATamb*(5-27) 

which, for the example with the discrete current gain, becomes 

r T 
Thresh 

D • V+Vcc+V(Io+ 4I(4Tamb)/2) (5.28) 
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The factor of two due to current splitting is included by divid

ing the sensor output by two. Assuming a AT , of 100°C. a Tm, , of 
amb Thresh 

100°C and using the sample wafer, we find that the pulse duration includ

ing sensor drift becomes 

D = (10.43)(100) 
(343.54)(I + .206/2) (5.29) 

Table 5.2 demonstrates the resulting effects of the sensor drift 

on several different initial pulse durations. D is defined as the ideal 
o 

pulse duration at room temperature. I is the current required to gener

ate the pulse and ^AT^^) duration after a 100°C change in 

ambient. Needless to say, the sensor drift clearly limits the potential 

applications of this configuration. 

Fortunately, a simple modification to the system will solve the 

problem. Recall that the voltage applied by the ambient rejection sensor 

across R , the sense resistor, is 
s 

AV - Vbê  + ̂be^ ~ ̂ be2 ~ ̂ e3 

mkT.. It mkT , I. mkT.. I„ 
lnn-i- + aakjn^ iin 2 

*s4 q IS2 

mkT , I0 
amb „ 3 

Jin 
IS3 (5.30) 

Assuming that the leakage current densities j are identical in all four 
s 

transistors as in Chapter 3, we have 
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Table 5.2 The Effects of a 100°C Ambient Temperature Variation 
on a Sample Bootstrapped Pulse Generator 

I D D (AT ,) 
o o amb 

(ma) (sec) (sec) 

2 1.518 1.376 

1 3.036 2.517 

.5 6.070 4.300 

.1 30.360 9.920 
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mkT I1 A- mkT I- A. 
AV SEli -i 

q 2 1 q 4 3 (5.31) 

where the A's are the areas of the emitter base junctions. Since, 

T1 = Tamb + AT' <5'32> 

mkAT I1 A2 mkTamb I1 A2 
AV = £n — — + Jin —— 7— 

1 2 1 q 2 1 

mkT I A. 
amb „ 3 4 

£n — 7— 
q 4 3 

. .„ I, A0 mkT , I. A- I. A, 
m k A T  .  1 2 ,  a m b  „  1 2 4 3  

£n — -— H Zn 
q I2 A1 q I2 A1 I3 A4 (5.33) 

If I^/1^ is made adjustable, 

h ^ ) ( h ^ 3  

, I2 A1 / \ I3 A4 

can be set to 1, so that 

... _ kAT „ I1 A2 
AV &n t k / c o / \ q I2 Ax (5.34) 

which does not drift with ambient temperature changes. 

This modification can easily be incorporated into the design 

by using the sensor shown in Fig. 5.11. and are selected to 

be much larger than so that the current ratios are controlled by 
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+V 
cc 

.11 Modified Ambient Rejection Sensor 
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the resistor ratios rather than the emitter base junctions. The ratio 

I„/I. is adjusted to cancel out the T , term of (5.33) and the result 
J 4 amb 

is (5.34) which does not drift with ambient. The diodes are added to 

the emitter of in order to keep the transistor from saturating. 

In the sensor used in Fig. 5.7, the bias current is 120 ya. If 

the total resistance in the emitters of Q., Q_ and Q_ is 100 Kfi, at a 
A B C 

2:1 ratio the emitter of Q. is raised to 
A 

(40 ya)(66.6 KST2) = 2.44 volts (5.35) 

which is surely large enough to mask the temperature effects due to . 

The initial power is still applied through a fixed resistor R^. Figure 

5.12 is the resulting schematic. 

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the success of the drift compensating 

system. Figure 5.14 is the thermal signal produced by the circuit when 

heated 30°C hotter than in Fig. 5.13. The pulse durations are nearly 

identical. Higher temperatures were not used in the test because the 

breadboard material was plastic and might well have melted. But the 

excellent results for a 30°C change to indicate that by placing an 

adjustment in the sensor, the sensor drift problem can be virtually 

eliminated. Unfortunately, as will be shown in the following analysis, 

if a single adjustment is allowed and is used to compensate for drift, 

the resulting drift reduction is accomplished at the expense of initial 

pulse accuracy. 

The analysis up to this point has assumed that the pole is 

exactly at zero. Yet, observing the photographs in Fig. 5.10 and 5.13, 
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Fig. 5.12 Schematic of Bootstrapped Pulse Generator with Drift Compensation 

OJ 
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Horizontal = 5 sec/div Vertical = 100 mv/div 

Fig. 5.13 Bootstrapped ETC Pulse Generator with Drift Compensation, 
Temperature = 28°C 
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Horizontal = 5 sec/div Vertical = 100 mv/div 

Fig. 5.14 Bootstrapped ETC Pulse Generator with Drift Compensation, 
Temperature = 58°C 
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one notes that the pole is obviously in the right half plane. As the 

duration is increased, there is an error introduced in the predicted 

duration due to the upsweep of the thermal transient. To take this into 

account, Eq. (5.1) is inverse transformed assuming the pole is not at 

zero; that is, k2k3 - a ̂  0. Thus, 

Pk„ Pk„ 
AT(t) = 

(a-k2k3) (a-k2k3) 
(-a+k2k3)t 

kzks-a^O (5.36) 

which implies, 

D = 
k
2
k
3-a 

Jin 

Pk„ 
T 
Thresh 

Pk„ 

(a-k2k3) (5.37) 

Equation (5.37) 

D = 
k2k3~a 

£n 1 _ t (a-k k.) 
Thresh 

Pk, (5.38) 

Equation (5.38) can in turn be written in terms of the parameters of 

Fig. (5.3). Thus, 
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D = 

AV(AT) 
R 2 
s 

a n 
1 

R 

1 -

(+V -V, ) _ 
cc be 1 AV (AT) 
R_ RC R C 2 
T s 
(+v -V, ) 

cc be (**) 
K t) \2C/ 

(5.39) 

where K^, the heater power per unit input current is defined by Eq. 

(5.15), and the factor of 2 takes into account the current splitting. 

This expression, although definitive, with the exception of a tolerance 

on the 2 to 1 splitting, is sufficiently complex as to be difficult to 

decipher in terms of the relative importance of the various parameters. 

Also notice that when a-k^k^ = 0, the expression becomes indeterminate. 

Therefore, the Jin term is approximated by the series 

where 

£n x = (x-1) - —• (x-1)2 + j (x-1)"* + . . . (5.40) 

(x-1) = T̂ Ŝh (a-k2k3) (5.41) 

By assuming a - k^k^ = 0, the initial approximation will be to neglect 

the cubic and higher order terms. The squared term is maintained to 

indicate when the thermal signal has deviated significantly from linear

ity. 

Thus, 
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"^Thresh jL I "^Thresh ̂  ( . 
D = Pk2 " 2 \ Pk2 / U ~ 2 3 (5.42) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (5.42) is simply the 

linear approximation, while the second term is the first-order deviation 

from linearity. The squared function in the second term is simply the 

ideal duration squared. Thus, the longer the duration, the more in

accurate the duration calculated from Eq. (5.10) if a £ k^k^. C°n_ 

versely, to maintain a high accuracy as the duration becomes longer, the 

tolerance on (a - k^k^) =" 0 must be made more exacting. Table 5.3 

shows the error between the actual pulse and the ideal pulse calculated 

by Eq. (5.10), derived from the linear assumption. The chip is assumed 

to be the experimental chip mounted on glass with a = ̂  =" .5 sec. e is 

defined as the cancellation coefficient and is described by 

ae = (a - (5.43) 

so that 

k2k3 
G a (5.44) 

Notice that for an e of .01 or a 1% mismatch between ^2^3 anc* a» t*ie 

accuracy is still as good as 20% at 100 seconds. However, when the 

tolerance is allowed to become 10%, the error is nearly 20% at only 10 

seconds. 
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Table 5.3 Demonstrating the Error Due to the Pole Not Being 
Exactly at Zero 

Ideal D e Actual D % Error 
(sec) (sec) 

.5 .01 .4993 .14 

1.0 .01 .9975 .25 

10.0 .01 9.5780 2.42 

50.0 .01 44.6000 10.80 

100.0 .01 81.0900 18.90 

.5 .10 .4938 1.24 

1.0 .10 .9758 2.42 

10.0 .10 8.1100 18.90 

50.0 .10 25.0500 49.90 
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These results leave somewhat of a dilemma. The duration can 

be adjusted to take into account the error generated by the non-

cancellation of a and kut t*ie t̂ ie sensor offset drift will tend 

to make the pulse sensitive to ambient temperature variations. On the 

other hand, if the adjustment is placed in the sensor to null the sensor 

drift, the pulse accuracy becomes totally dependent on the processing 

tolerances. 

For shorter duration pulses, the considerations are not critical 

because the initial current is sufficiently large to mask the sensor 

drift, and the contributions due to the pole not being at exactly zero 

do not become important until the duration becomes large. However, as 

the duration is lengthened, the compromises between temperature stability 

and initial accuracy become more important. The considerations are so 

involved with the application, processing available and economics that 

it is difficult to make any abstract judgments. 

One approach that should be considered, however, is to add a 

second internal adjustment to null the sensor drift. This can be easily 

accomplished by adding a discretionary metallization to select a pair of 

resistors to replace the potentiometer in the sensor of Fig. 5.7. The 

same result can also be accomplished by a laser-trimmed thin film resis

tor. The duration could then be easily adjusted by adjusting the initial 

power. 

5.4 Recovery Time Limitations 

Another aspect of the bootstrapped pulse generator is its 

sensitivity to the recovery time between the end of a pulse and the 
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triggering of the next pulse. As in the simple two-chip case, the ther-

t /x 
mal signal falls as ^ e . Due to the positive feedback, if the 

pulse generator is retriggered before the thermal signal has completely 

settled, there is a virtual power added to the initial power. Thus, 

P  =  ( T  e ~ A V ( A T )  
P Thresh 6 } R h. + 1 S. (5.45) 

s 

or more simply stated 

= 
TThresh -tr/x p 

R i (5.46) 

where 

Thus 

R is the thermal resistance, 

t^ is the recovery time, and 

P_£ is the initial power. 

D = ^Thresh ~ (TThresh e * 

P +( "Thresh e~tr/Tj 
T„ 

i V Rph ) (5.47) 

for the pole being exactly at zero. 

Therefore, the longer the pulse, the longer the settling time 

required. Taking a concrete example, let 
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p = _L_ TThresh 
i 10 R (5.48) 

which in the sample configuration, for a threshold of 23°C, implies 

P_^ = 10 raw (5.49) 

or 

D = [23 - 23 e"tr/T] 10.43 

10 + (100 e"tr/x) (5.50) 

Table 5.4 shows the resulting duration versus recovery time. 

Again, as in the simple two-chip case, the recovery is very important in 

generating accurate pulses. Notice, however, that this configuration is 

within 10% accuracy at the end of 1/2 pulse width and is very accurate 

by 1 pulse width, which is a large improvement over the simple two-chip 

version. 

5.5 Conclusions 

The results obtained by applying "bootstrapping" or positive 

feedback to an ETC pulse generator are very encouraging in that it 

becomes possible to generate pulses whose durations are orders of magni

tude longer than those possible from a simple two-chip ETC pulse 

generator. The additional heater devices required to generate the 

feedback gain are easily placed because they reside on the insulated 

chip which has only the two sensor transistors and the heater. 
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Table 5.4 Showing the Importance of the Recovery Time in a 
Bootstrapped ETC Pulse Generator 

24 sec = 12 x 

.227 sec 

1.336 sec 

3.240 sec 

22.320 sec 

23.977 sec 

00 

.1 T 

.5 T 

1.0 T 

5.0 T 

10.0 T 
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Furthermore, if care is taken in adjustment, these pulse generators can 

be used to generate pulses with several minute durations. 

Unfortunately, two sources of error, the pole not being exactly 

at zero and the drift of the sensor, have the potential for becoming 

dominant. The subtleties of the compromises between pulse accuracy and 

tighter tolerances are not discussed in great detail because they imply 

an intimate knowledge of a particular application. However, it was 

shown that by moving the adjustment into the sensor, the sensor drift 

can be greatly diminished and the pulse can be made very stable for 

large ambient temperature variations. Furthermore, the better the 

tolerance on the cancellation coefficient, the longer the pulse that can 

be generated without significant error. For example, if e is held to 

within 1%, the bootstrapped pulse generator can be used to generate 

pulses with durations of approximately a minute within 10% accuracy. If 

the environment is restricted, the adjustment can be placed in the 

initial power circuit, R^, and very long duration pulses, in excess of 

several minutes can be generated. 

The bootstrapped configuration is also sensitive to recovery 

time, as was the simple two-chip version, but the configuration to be 

discussed in the next chapter will alleviate this problem. 

In conclusion, it appears that the bootstrapped pulse generator 

can yield extremely long duration pulses effectively. The final evalua

tion of its worth, however, must come from a knowledge of the processing 

available and the specific application. It should be pointed out, how

ever, that conventional RC pulse generators typically require resistances 
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of megohms with capacitors of nearly 100 yf to generate pulses with 

durations of a minute. The circuit designs as presented in this chapter 

used resistive loads to facilitate breadboarding. A completely inte

grated version can simply be derived from these schematics by applying 

the integration guidelines as presented in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE UP-DOWN ETC PULSE GENERATOR 

6.1 Qualitative Thermal Considerations 

The long recovery time required for accurate pulse durations in 

both the simple two-chip pulse generator and the bootstrapped pulse 

generator is perhaps the major limitation imposed on an ETC pulse 

generator. The pulse duration is simply too strongly dependent on the 

recovery time for many applications. 

The recovery time limitation is caused by the fact that the 

temperature must fall exponentially back to ambient when the power is 

turned off. Pulse generators which use capacitors for timing have a 

similar problem, but it is easily remedied by placing a switch (generally 

a single transistor) around the capacitor so that when the pulse is com

pleted, the timing capacitor is rapidly discharged through the switch. 

Since a thermal switch is not available, the only option for the thermal 

pulse generator is to include the fall time within the pulse duration. 

That is, the pulse is kept on during both the rise time and decay time, 

until the thermal signal has recovered completely back to ambient. 

Figure 6.1 is a sketch of the power and temperature curves required by 

such a pulse generator. This is a virtual 100% duty cycle pulse genera

tor. An initial power Pq is applied, establishing a steady state 

temperature T . At trigger, the pulse is turned on; more power P^ is 

applied and the temperature rises. When the temperature reaches 

144 
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T 
Thresh 

amb 
Temperature 

Power 

Output Pulse High 

Low 

> 
Time-

Fig. 6.1 Power and Temperature Waveforms of an Up-Down 
ETC Pulse Generator 
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TThresh' Power» botl1 PQ a"d is removed. The temperature then falls 

exponentially towards T ^. When the temperature reaches the initial 

temperature, Tq, the pulse is turned off and the initial power Pq is 

restored. 

Notice that the selection of T - T , is similar to selecting 
o amb 

the threshold in that Tq - T ^ must be large enough that the rate of 

temperature decrease at Tq is sufficiently rapid to provide a well-defined 

threshold. 

6.2 Quantitative Thermal Considerations 

After trigger, the rise in temperature for the up-down configura

tion described by Fig. 6.1 is defined by 

T(t) = Tq + P R(1 - e~t/T) (6.1) 

for t < thresh" tThresh t*ie t̂ me at which the rising temperature 

T(t), equals the threshold temperature, g^- At thresh' 

power is removed and the temperature decay is described by 

(tThresh^ 
T(t) = T_. . e" 

Thresh 

fc>tThresh (6.2) 

Equation (6.1) can be solved for thresh by setting 

^Thresh* TThresh (6.3) 

Thus, 
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t™ , — T 5.11 
Thresh 

T_. , - T 
^ Thresh o 

PJR / (6.4) 

The decay time t^, defined as the time between t_, , and the end of the 
lJ Thresh 

pulse, can be solved similarly from Eq. (6.2), since 

P R = T = T_ , e~(tr)/T) (6.5) 
o o Thresh 

Thus, 

T T 
Thresh „ Thresh 

D S T T P E (6.6) 

The duration, D, is now 

D = 'Thresh + fcD (6*7) 

as can be seen from Fig. 6.1. Substituting Equations (6.4) and (6.6) 

into (6.7), yields 

D = x In + t In Tpr̂ sh 

(, TThresh ' PoR \ 
\ Pj_R J (6.8) 

which can be simplified to 
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P T 
0 1 Thresh 

D = x Jin 

[(Po + P1)R " TThreshlPo (6.9) 

Equation (6.9), then, describes the duration, D, with the con

straint that the slope of temperature versus time at both Tm. , and 
Thresh 

Tq be sufficiently steep that the threshold points are well defined. 

Employing the logic of Chapter 4, this constraint means that neither 

tThresh nor *"D aS defined by Eq. (6.8) can be much larger than x, the 

thermal time constant. Thus, the maximum duration from this configura

tion is on the order of 2x. 

6.3 Simple Block Diagrams and 
Circuit Configuration 

The waveforms of Fig. 6.1 can be realized in two ways: 

1. P is switched so that P is normally on, but for t > tm1 , 
o o J Thresh 

and T > Tq, Pq is off. This generates the initial temperature, 

and the decay after the threshold has been reached. P^ is 

switched so that after trigger and for t < thresh' on» 

the rest of the time P^ is off. This generates the rise time. 

Figure 6.2 is a block diagram of a pulse generator using this 

scheme. 

2. In this configuration Pq is on only when the pulse is off, 

setting the initial temperature. After trigger and for 

t < trm. pi' is on-Thresh 1 

P* = P + P, (6.10) 
1 o 1 
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latch #2 
high when +>-
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Trigger 
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-TL 
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Switch on when 
control high 

Switch on when 
control high 

Heater 

Fig. 6.2 Option #1 for Up-Down Pulse Generator 
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P^ sustains the initial temperature and adds P^ causing the 

temperature to rise. Figure 6.3 is a block diagram of a pulse 

generator using this scheme. 

Notice in both cases that not only are the configurations capable 

of a virtual 100% duty cycle, but they are also capable of generating 

two different pulses simultaneously by using both comparator outputs as 

outputs. The pulse from the first comparator-latch has a duration of 

'"Thresh' anC* t*ie Pû "se r̂om second comparator-latch has a duration D. 

Because the up-down system described by Option 2 as shown in Fig. 

6.3 is simpler than Option 1 (Fig. 6.2) in that it does not require 

additional logic gates, the Option 2 system is the system initially 

discussed. Figure 6.4 is a schematic showing a possible form of an up-

down pulse generator employing Option 2. The sensor is a standard 

ambient-rejection thermometer with two current outputs, one for each 

comparator-latch. The heater is a single transistor to facilitate the 

use of the experimental wafer. At trigger, both comparator-latches 

toggle on since I < Im, , and I „> I_ . Thus, Q, is turned b° outl Thresh out2 To 1 

off and the output goes high. Q,. is turned off and the current Iq is 

removed from the heater and shunted to ~ ĉc through switch 1. also 

turns off, turning off and on. This turns switch 2 on, applying 

the current 1^ to the heater. Since 1^ > Iq, the temperature rises. 

When the threshold, T, , , is reached, I , becomes greater than 
Thresh outl 

"'"Thresh anc* t*ie comparator-latch toggles. saturates, satu

rates and Q. is turned off. Switch 2 shunts the current I, to -V 
4 1 cc 

and all power is removed from the chip. The temperature falls until 
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*out2 becomes less than I q̂j the Initial temperature threshold current, 

at which time the second comparator toggles and the pulse is turned off. 

Recall that as in the case of the bootstrapped generator, I„„ 
Thresh 

and I must be selected as if the sensor gain were half its actual value, 

because of the current splitting into the two comparators. 

There is one potential problem with the up-down configuration, 

however. Suppose that the initial offsets and mismatches cause the 

initial sensor output representing the initial temperature, To, to be 

less than the comparator threshold current, 1 0̂* At trigger, comparator-

latch 1 will toggle; comparator-latch 2 will not. No output pulse will 

be generated, although a thermal transient will occur. Consequently, to 

make a reliable up-down pulse generator, I must be made less than the 

thermometer output at To by the cumulative error expected from the 

thermometer gain, the current I setting the initial threshold, the 

intrinsic comparator mismatch and the error is P0R> the initial tempera

ture. Thus, a normal thermal signal would look like that of Fig. 6.4 

with a slight undershoot on the decreasing temperature portion. The 

undershoot is the safety factor built in so that the comparator will 

always toggle. 

Equation (6.11) is a rewrite of Eq. (6.9) for the duration in 

terms of the circuit parameters of Fig. 6.5 

D = T Jin -

R(+V -V )(+V +V )Â AT) 
cc be cc be 2R 

s 
(®i • y. 

R(+V -V, )(+V +V ) AV(AT) +V -V, 
cc be cc be cc be 

R1 2Rs ®T 

(6.11) 
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Notice that the factor of 2 has been included to account for the 

current splitting into the two comparators. AV(AT)/Rg is the thermome

ter gain in ma/°C and R is the thermal resistance. This equation is 

comprehensive except for the mismatch in the factor of 2 and the mis

match in the comparators. These two factors can simply be taken into 

account, if desired, by re-deriving (6.11) to include a weighting 

factor on the currents I „ , I . I_, , and Im which represents 
out1 out2 Thresh To * 

the mismatch factor. The potentiometer &acjj is used to compensate for 

the initial thermometer offset. 

To make the concepts more concrete, consider the design and 

fabrication of an up-down ETC pulse generator employing the experimental 

wafer to produce a duration of 3 seconds. Applying Eq. (6.9) and recall

ing that T, the thermal time constant for the experimental chip is 2.027 

seconds, we find 

D = 3.0 = 2.027 An x (6.13) 

where 

P T 
1 Thresh x = 

[ (P + P,)R - T , , ]P ,, ... 
o 1 Thresh o (6.14) 

Solving (6.13) yields 

x = 4.393 seconds. 

The assumptions, Pq = P^, R^ = 3.32K, = 15V and V ê = .6V result in 
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p« - p + p - (15.6)(14.5)mw _ 7 , 
P " Po + P1 3T32 " 67*6 (6.15) 

which, since R is .23 °C/mw, is equivalent to a 15.55 °C thermal transient, 

Thus, applying (6.14), we obtain 

4.393 = ^Thresh 
<15-55 " TThresh> <6-16> 

which yields a threshold temperature ^ °f 12.67 °C. 

If R virtual is selected to be 2 ohms, the thermometer gain is 
s 

AI(AT) = 8'66
(2)(2)—= 1,5 x 10~5 amPs/°c (6.17) 

which includes an extra factor of two to account for the current splitting. 

Thus, 

1Thresh = tAI(AT̂  12,67 °C = *1903 ma (6.18) 

From the schematic in Fig. 6.4, this implies a resistor R^, = 75.669K, and 

since P^ = Pq or = 2Pq, R^,q = 151.34K. Adding approximately 10% to 

R q̂ to insure that comparator 2 will always toggle results in a final 

RTq of 166K. 

The complete schematic is shown in Fig. 6.6. Figure 6.7 is a 

photograph of the resulting thermal waveform. The pulse duration is 

approximately 3.075 seconds, which is in excellent agreement with the 

calculated value. Figure 6.8 shows the waveform with the lower limit 

removed to emphasize that the decay from Tjjiresj1 is approaching Tamh» 
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Horizontal = .5 sec/div Vertical = 50 mv/div 

Fig. 6.7 Photograph of the Thermal Transient of a 
3-second Up-Down Pulse Generator 
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Horizontal = .5 sec/div Vertical = 50 mv/div 

Fig. 6.8 Photograph of the Thermal Transient of an Up-Down 
Pulse Generator with the Lower Limit Removed 
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Figure 6.9 is the thermal signal that results if 140 K is used to set 

the equality comparator. Since 1^ is now greater than the sensor output, 

comparator 2 does not trigger into the on-state and there is no output. 

Comparator 1 does trigger, however, and a thermal transient does occur. 

When the threshold is reached, the signal decays exponentially back to 

Tq, since the Pq has never been removed. This example demonstrates the 

importance of setting the Tq threshold current I below the sensor out

put at Tq, so that comparator 2 will always toggle on when triggered. 

Equation (6.19) is Eq. (6.11) modified to take into account the 

sensor drift, with AV (AT , ) being defined as the sensor drift as in 
os amb 

Chapter 3. 

D - T t. ̂  

n . R(+V -V, )(+V +V,)AV(AT) AV (AT 
1 _ 1 i cc be cc be os amb) 
R, R / 

+ 
(2R ) 2R 

s s 

RT 
R(+V -V, )(+V +V, ) AV(AT) AV (AT ,) +V V, ' 

cc be cc be os amb cc be 

R1 2Rs 2Rs RT 

(6.19) 

Equation (6.19) is now applied to the experimental up-down pulse genera

tor, and it is assumed that AT , = 100°C, that the initial sensor offset 
' amb 

at 300 °K = + 1 mv, that the resistors vary +10.5% over a +100 °C change 

in ambient, and that the change in for a 100 °C change in ambient 

is +.3V. The 3 second pulse duration becomes 2.57 seconds after the 

ambient change of 100 °C; this is only a 14.3% change. If the power 

through the heater were increased and the threshold were likewise 

increased, the total drift due to temperature would be reduced even 
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further because of a reduction in the importance of the sensor offset 

drift. Also, the sensor configuration of Fig. 5.7 could be applied and 

the entire sensor drift term could be eliminated if necessary. 

to allow rapid retriggering without large errors in duration. Therefore, 

it is very important to show that the error generated by a finite recov

ery time is indeed very small. To this end, the equation defining pulse 

duration is re-derived in this section to include the effects of recovery 

time. Recall that the decay portion of the thermal signal as shown in 

Fig. 6.7 is determined solely by the threshold, and Tq is independent of 

the recovery time t^, where t^ is defined as the time between the end 

of a pulse and the triggering of the next pulse. 

The rise time, however, is affected by the recovery time. That 

is, the temperature rise is described by 

where Tq - T^ is the magnitude in degrees C of the safety factor built in 

to insure that even with processing mismatches, comparator 2 will still 

trigger on. Thus, setting 

6.4 Recovery Time Error 

The principal reason for using an up-down ETC pulse generator is 

T(t) = P RCl-e"1̂ ) - (Tj-T )e t+tr/T (6 .20)  

T, = P-jRd-e 
-tfr 
) - (Tj-T^e 

-tr+t/T + T 
Thresh o (6.21) 
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P1R + (To " V e~tr/T 

Thresh ~ T *n P,R + T - T„. . tc OON 
1 o Thresh (6.22) 

Since the decay time is 

T, 
t = T %VI Thresh 
CD T *n PqR (6.23) 

the total duration, D can be expressed as 

+ T T L 'P1R* (TQ-TL)E"TR/TLTIHRESH 
Thresh [ (P.R - - P^Ij] 

This equation is then applied to the 3 second example of the previous 

section assuming T - T, = 10% of T , The results are shown in Table 6.1. 
o 1 o 

This represents a spectacular improvement over the results of the 

two-chip ETC pulse generator as shown in Table 4,1. In fact, the worst 

case error for immediate retriggering is only 6.54%! Immediate retrigger-

ing of a simple ETC pulse generator yields zero pulse duration. Also, 

notice that if the processing specifications are tightened and (Tq - T^) 

is made smaller, the resulting error due to rapid retriggering becomes 

even less significant. 
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Table 6.1 Duration Versus Recovery Time for a Typical 
Up-Down ETC Pulse Generator 

t 
r 

OO 1.4776T 

0 1.3100t 

•IT 1.3906T 

.5T 1.4200T 

IT 1.4430T 

2T 1.4650T 

5T 1.4771T 

10t 1.4776T 
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6.5 Comments Regarding an Up-Down, Bootstrapped 
ETC Pulse Generator 

The up-down technique can be used in conjunction with the posi

tive feedback configuration to improve the duty cycle limitations on 

very long duration pulses. 

Figure 6.10 shows a schematic for the comparator portion of an 

up-down bootstrapped pulse generator. Figure 6.11 shows the thermometer. 

Thermometer outputs and •*-out2 are usec* to set two thresholds 

and Iout3 is the positive feedback. Thus, there are three thermometer 

output ports and the equations of Chapters 5 and 6 must be modified by 

a factor of 3 rather than 2. Also notice that there has been one minor 

modification made. now switches not only Qĝ » but also Qg2» the 

previous option 2 type configuration, Fig. 6.4, when the pulse was turned 

on, P was turned off and P' = P + P, was turned on. The problem with 
o o 1 

this approach is that when P^ is small, as it would be in a bootstrapped 

configuration, the resistor ratio becomes important and any mis

match will cause an error on P', the initial power applied. 

Thus, by rearranging the switching, P is applied through Q _ 
O S 

when the pulse is off, setting the initial temperature Tq. The same Pq 

is applied through Q ̂  during the rise time, so that P^ can be very small, 

and will not be affected by a Pq mismatch. This configuration is then 

effectively an option 1 type, as discussed at the beginning of the 

chapter. 

The total duration, D, of the bootstrapped up-down pulse genera

tor is equivalent to the duration of the bootstrapped pulse generator 

of Chapter 5, plus the decay time of the up-down configuration of this 
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chapter. For ideal pole cancellation, then, the pulse duration is 

D - £ T„, , + T Itn Thresh 

P Ihresh T1 (6.26) 

This configuration was not fabricated, nor was a more thorough analysis 

performed on it, because it is basically an extension of the two other 

configurations. A complete analysis would follow the format set in 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

6.6 Conclusions Regarding the Up-Down 
ETC Pulse Generator 

The most important aspect of this chapter is that the up-down 

configurations discussed virtually eliminate the recovery time limita

tions imposed on both the simple and bootstrapped pulse generators. 

Unfortunately, the up-down configuration is more complex than the simple 

and bootstrapped networks. However, if some of the integrated circuit 

design guidelines discussed in Chapter 4 are applied, as well as perhaps 

placing some of the low power components on the heater-sensor chip, it 

appears that an up-down pulse generator could be fully integrated by 

anyone possessing a good camera system and processing schedule. 

By combining a bootstrapped system with an up-down system, one 

could reasonably expect pulse durations of several minutes at virtually 

100% duty cycle. How closely an up-down configuration approaches ideal 

is dependent on expected processing tolerances. With an assumed 10% 

mismatch between sensor output and initial threshold reference, the 
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sample wafer was able to produce pulses that were in error a maximum of 

6% due to immediate retriggering. 

The additional utility of the up-down pulse generator is that it 

can be used to generate two different pulses simultaneously. 



CHAPTER 7 

VCO'S AND PHASE-LOCKED LOOPS 

7.1 Introduction 

The principles and configurations discussed in the previous chap

ters can be applied directly to circuits other than pulse generators. 

In this chapter several other possible circuits are discussed. They are 

not developed as fully as were the pulse generators, but are presented 

primarily to show the versatility of the ETC concepts. The arguments in 

this chapter are primarily concerned with demonstrating feasibility 

rather than with developing thorough working designs. 

7.2 Voltage Controlled Oscillators 

By simply removing the latch circuit from the up-down pulse 

generator configuration, a simple voltage controlled oscillator, or VCO, 

can be formed; Fig. 7.1 is a schematic for such a VCO. This is actually 

an up-down pulse generator with = 00, and the Tq threshold comparator 

connected back to the trigger. 

The circuit operation is exactly the same as that of the up-down 

configuration. When power is applied to the heater, the temperature 

rises until Ioutl becomes greater than ^Thresh" ên» comparator-latch 

1 toggles, turning on transistor Q„. saturates, turning off Q„, which 
CD & 

in turn removes the power from the heater. The temperature falls until 

the sensor output I t2 drops below I,j0> the initial threshold current; 
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at this time, transistor Q turns on, turning on Q which resets the 
A B 

latch. Power is reapplied to the heater and the cycle begins again. 

Frequency control can be provided in at least two ways: by 

controlling the heater power and by controlling the threshold current 

^"Thresh' êater Power control is simply accomplished by varying 

V , the heater collector voltage as shown in Fig. 7.1. The frequency 
r 

f, then, is determined by Eq. (6.19) with R2 = °°. Since f = 1/D, 

R, 
f = 1/x £n 

To 
R(V + V ) (+V - V, ) + 1 

IP be cc be 2R R- os 
^  S i "  
r (V + V, ) (+V V, ) AV (AT) 
„ p be cc be 
K ———_ __ 

(+V -V, ) 
cc be 

+ I 
2R 

*T 
os 

(7.1) 

where I is the offset current, and is the sum of the sensor offset 
os 

current and the current out of the adjustment potentiometer R^. 

Threshold control is also simply implemented by varying the 

threshold voltage, V^, applied to the threshold resistor R.^, as shown 

in Fig. 7.2. The resulting output frequency is then described by 

f = 1/t ln-

R_ (V -V, ) R(+V +V, )(+V -V, ) T̂) + I 
To T be cc be cc be 2R R-

s 1 
os 

V^cc-V 

" <+V
cAe» (+Vcc"Vbe) <VV

be> 
* 2ys 4V(AI)- -hf- + I-

(7.2) 
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In either case, I is used to adjust the nominal frequency. This, of 

course, is simply accomplished by adjusting potentiometer R^. 

Table 7.1 is the data taken from a using power control, V , with 

R_. = 170 K, R = 144 K + V = 15V, -V = -15V and R1 = 3.32 K. Table 
io I cc cc 1 

7.2 demonstrates that the VCO, with R_ = 170 K and R- = 120 K works well 
To 1 

even for frequencies below 1 Hz. 

The form of the frequency versus voltage relationship as de

scribed by either Eq. (7.1) or (7.2) is unfortunately complex. However, 

several observations can be made. First, for the power control configu

ration, as the power is increased, the rise time increases but the fall 

time remains the same. Thus, a high-frequency limitation is imposed by 

the constant fall time, t^, as shown in Fig. 7.3. As the power is 

decreased, the frequency will approach zero as the magnitude of the 

thermal transient becomes less than the threshold. For the configuration 

with threshold control, the high frequency limitation is not as stringent 

as is shown in Fig. 7.4, but the frequency still approaches zero as the 

threshold is increased above the magnitude of the thermal signal. 

It should also be observed that in neither case is the duty cycle 

50%. However, a differential structure which does yield a 50% duty cycle 

is discussed in the next section in conjunction with a phase-locked loop. 

The development of the VCO structures was not pursued any farther 

than the simple development given. Most of the material regarding the 

design of an up-down pulse generator is directly applicable to the VCO, 

and an integrated configuration can easily be developed by using the 

guidelines set forth in Chapter 4. 
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Table 7.1 Measured Frequency Versus Control Voltage for a Typical 
Power-Controlled VCO 

V 
P 

(volts) 

16.1 

15.0 

14.0 

13.0 

12.0 

11.0 

10.0 

9.0 

8 . 0  

7.0 

6.5 

f 

(Hz) 

31.25 

27.78 

25.00 

22.73 

20.83 

20.00 

16.67 

11.90 

9.09 

7.69 

2.50 
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Table 7.2 Measured Frequency Versus Control Voltage for a Power-
Controlled VCO with Frequencies Below 1 Hz 

V f 
P 

(volts) (Hz) 

15 1.430 

14 1.250 

13 1.000 

12 .909 

11 .833 

10 .714 

9 .625 

8 .500 

7 .400 

6 .200 

5.6 .143 
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To 

Fig. 7.3 Sketch of the Thermal Transients for Four 
Different Power Levels 
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Fig. 7.4 Sketch of the Thermal Transients for Three 
Different Thresholds 
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7.3 An ETC Phase-Locked Loop 

Along with the ability to design an ETC VCO comes the possibil

ity of designing an ETC phase-locked loop; Fig. 7.5 is the basic block 

diagram. The phase detector is simply a multiplier which multiplies 

the reference signal and the VCO feedback signal. Since multiplication 

is easily performed thermally with power = current times voltage, a 

simple phase detector can be designed as shown in Fig. 7.6, where power 

The low pass filter of Fig. 7.5 can then be simply implemented in the 

form of the two-chip, single pole thermal filter that has already been 

used in the development of pulse generators and VCO. Thus, the phase-

detector filter would appear to be a natural extension of using a thermal 

multiplier for the phase detector. The multiplier generates a power 

which is thermally filtered to yield a temperature difference between 

two chips. 

which uses the differential mode signal across one of the silicon chips 

to generate the phase shift required for the oscillator. Figure 7.7 is 

the schematic of such a VCO; the heater-sensor layout is shown in Fig. 

7.8. Because of the differential nature of this structure, the duty 

cycle is always 50%. The heaters, and , are driven differentially, 

one being off when the other is on. Sensors S^ and S£ sense the 

temperature difference across the chip at approximately -2 mv/°C. A 

(7.3) 
m 

To complete the phase-locked loop, then, a VCO can be designed 
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Fig. 7.5 Block Diagram of a Phase-Locked Loop 
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+V„ -V, 

R m 
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K 
\ 
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^ \ I 
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Fig. 7.6 Simple ETC Multiplier 
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Fig. 7.7 Differential VCO 
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Two chips for the multiplier and 
single pole filter 

Differential heaters and 
sensors for VCO 

Silicon 

Si Insulator 

Fig. 7.8 Layout for an ETC Differential VCO 
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current AI is then generated through the sense resistor R . The 
s 

potentiometer, R , provides a correction current, I , to cancel the 
p corr 

sensor offset. This correction current I and AI, the sensor output, 
corr r 

are then summed at node 1 to form the current AI'. The buffer circuit 

composed of Q^, and R^ inverts AI' and provides a high 

impedance, push-pull current source for driving the comparator at the 

base of Q_ , node 2, where AI' is compared to I_, , . I_ , is set by 
d Thresh Thresh 

-(-V ) - V, 
_ _ cc be 
Thresh ~ 

T (7.4) 

When heater is on, the emitter base voltage of decreases 

since is being heated, and the emitter base voltage of increases 

since is being cooled. Thus, with on, AI' increases until it 

becomes greater than Im, , . At this time, Q,. and Q, are turned on: 
° Thresh 5 6 

is driven into saturation shutting off the threshold comparator (as 

in the latch used in the pulse generators) and Qg is turned off. Now 

the heaters are reversed; is on; is off. The current AI' begins 

to decrease and will eventually reverse polarity. However, when this 

happens and AI' becomes negative, transistor Q<. is turned off, turning 

off Q., and Q.,, which removes the latch and enables the threshold com-
6 / 

parator. Qg is turned on and the heater power is again reversed, so 

that is on and is off. AI' will again rise towards the threshold 

and the cycle repeats itself. 

Notice that for application in a phase-locked loop, the change 

in the thermal time constant of the silicon with temperature is not as 
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important as in the pulse generators, because the frequency of the VCO 

is controlled by the loop. What will be affected, however, by the 

change in silicon characteristics with temperature, is the dynamic range 

of the loop as the nominal VCO frequency drifts. 

Because the distributed nature of the differential signal across 

the silicon chip is basically a complete topic in itself and is covered 

in great detail in Louw [1975] and Ali [In Preparation], no attempt is 

made in this discussion to give details regarding selection of the 

heater and sensor placement to obtain the necessary thermal transients 

for the VCO. More important to this feasibility discussion is the 

behavior of the ETC phase-locked loop as a loop. Figure 7.9 is the basic 

phase-locked loop diagram of Fig. 7.5 with the thermal components 

inserted. Before continuing, however, one comment should be made regard

ing the VCO design in relation to the entire loop. Notice that the 

design of the VCO to use the differential mode across the silicon chip 

has provided a simple method by which the two separate thermal functions 

required for an ETC phase-locked loop can be fabricated using only two 

chips. That is, the phase detector and low pass filter use the common 

mode ETC signal on the chip and detects the difference between the 

average chip temperature and ambient; the VCO uses the differential 

temperature across the same chip. This use of both the common mode and 

differential mode signals, of course, implies critical placement of the 

sensors, so that the differential mode signal will not affect the common 

mode signal and vice-versa. Figure 7.10 is one example of a layout that 

could be used to separate the signals. 
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Common mode heater and 
sensor for phase detector 
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mode sensing as well as for 
extra circuitry 

Differential mode 
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Fig. 7.10 Simple Layout of ETC Phase-Locked Loop 
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With this background, then, consider the basic characteristics 

of an ETC phase-locked loop. The block diagram as presented in Fig. 7.5 

is a phase-locked loop used as a frequency synthesizer. In this configu

ration the loop is used to generate VCO frequencies which are (N)(M) 

times the frequency of the reference input. A phase-locked loop can 

also be used as an FM detector as shown in Fig. 7.11. In this case, the 

control voltage on the VCO is the FM modulation. The following equations 

will deal with the phase-locked loop, including the 1/M and 1/N terms of 

the frequency synthesizer. The arguments will proceed in the following 

manner. First, a simple model for the loop will be postulated and 

defended. Then, a set of general equations used for loop analysis will 

be derived and then a specific numerical example will be considered. 

linearized model of the ETC phase-locked loop. This model can be derived 

as follows. Assume the reference as shown in Fig. 7.9 is a cosine, 

thought of as multiplying a sine wave, sin(wt - <j>Q/NM) , representing the 

principle harmonic of the square wave being fed back, times the input 

cosine wave. The phase detector output is then defined by 

To this end, consider the block diagram in Fig. 7.12 which is a 

cos(u)t-<j>^) where is the initial phase. The phase detector can be 

2 sinOjK - ̂ ~) + j- sin(2uit - ̂  2 (7.5) 

where Kp is the multiplier gain. If the AC term is assumed to be 
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Fig. 7.11 Phase-Locked Loop as a FM Detector 
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Fig. 7.12 Linearized Model of a Phase-Locked Loop 
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filtered out by the low pass filter, the phase detector output <j> then 

becomes 

Kp +o 

•e = T sin(*l _ (7.6) 

which, for small phase errors, is 

^e 2 (<t>i NM* (7.7) 

Thus, the phase detector in Fig. 7.12 is modeled as a summing junction 

which subtracts <j>Q/NM from <f>_^ and multiplies the difference by a gain Kp. 

It will be recalled that the signal fed back was assumed to be a 

sine wave rather than a cosine. This is because, as the loop gain 

approaches infinity, a finite control voltage is still required to con

trol the VCO. This means that the output of the multiplier must be 

nearly zero, which can only happen when the signal fed back is 90° out 

of phase with the reference, implying a sine wave feedback for a cosine 

input. 

The VCO in Fig. 7.12 is modeled as an integrator, since the VCO 

input controls the frequency, but the variable of interest is the phase, 

which is the integral of the frequency. Thus, the VCO is an integrator 

[Grebene, 1972]. 

With the model of Fig. 7.12 verified, the phase error as defined 

by the linearized model is given by 

0 - 9 — 
e ~ i NM (7.8) 
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The closed loop transfer function, H(s), can then be easily derived and 

is found to be 

Kp F(s) 
H(s) = V 

Kp F(s) 
S + 

NM (7.9) 

The low pass transfer function for the two-chip ETC configuration is, 

of course, 

F(s) = K 

tS + 1 (7.10) 

Defining 

p. W ^ K, F(s> - -EL- (7_u) 

we obtain 

F'(s) 
H(s) = -

S + m (7.12) 

which can be written as 

H(s) = 
9o(s) K* K' NM 

S ^  +  S + K  x ( s 2
+ f + ^ )  TNM J (7.13) 

The poles of the system a^ and a^ are found to be 



I 

a 
i , Z  2  

Figure 7.13 is a root locus of the poles versus K'. Notice that the 

system is always stable. 

Figure 7.14 is the specific design of a phase-locked loop using 

the multiplier phase detector and VCO as described previously. Two 

adjustment potentiometers, Rp^ and R?2> are also included. The purpose 

of Rp^ is to cancel the combined effects of the multiplier DC offset due 

to the bias currents and the common mode thermometer offset. Rp£ is used 

to compensate for the initial processing mismatches in the VCO. These 

adjustments may or may not be required in a final product design, but are 

included in this discussion to indicate the presence of potential manu

facturing problems. 

The VCO control could have been provided in several ways, through 

''"Thresh' through the collector voltage on the heater or by the heater 

current. The heater current was chosen because if more loop gain is 

required, a current gain stage can easily be added by inserting the 

multitransistor structure, as shown in the Fig. 7.14. 

If the oscillator is assumed to be working in a linear region, 

that is a region where the frequency is such that the rise and fall times 

are sufficiently short that their exponential nature is not apparent, 

then the VCO frequency o) in radians/second can be described by 

to = uo(Ip) (7.15) 
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where 1^ is the heater current and U)q is the frequency at 1 ma. Thus, 

Ky, the VCO gain, is described by 

K = ̂  _ rad 
v 3Ip sec ma (7.16) 

The gain of phase detector can be described by combining the results of 

Eq. (7.3) with the thermometer gain. Thus, 

V1V2R WAV(AT) ̂ ma 
2R /\ R } radian (7.17) 
m ' \ s / N 

where is the magnitude of the reference input voltage, and is the 

voltage of the feedback signal. Thus, 

- ir ir - I V1V2R H AV(AT) 

x m / x s (7.18) 

To take a concrete example, assume N and M are equal to 1. Also, assume 

that the single-pole thermal filter is generated by the sample wafer 

which has a T = 2.027 seconds. Assume that R = 2 ohms and that 
s 

to = 2irf = 1000 radians/sec. 
o o 

The choice of 1000 radians is arbitrary, but Ali [In Preparation] 

has shown that differential ETC structures can be fabricated with cutoff 

frequencies from a few Hertz to a few KHz. Therefore, 1000 radians 

appears reasonable. 
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Assuming = 5 volts and = 500 ohms, we obtain 

K ,  „  (5) * ( .23)  (  6 .007.10- 2  j  ( 1 0 0 0 )  .  1 7 2 _ 7  

(7.19) 

so that the poles are at 

-/ 1 2 (4)(172.7) 
1 V 2.027 ~ (2.027) 

1,2 ~ ~ 2(2.027) -

= - .24666 + j 9.227 (7.20) 

as shown in Fig. 7.15. The resulting frequency response is shown in 

Fig. 7.16. Thus, if one is interested in using the phase-locked loop 

as an FM detector, depending on what frequency inputs are required, one 

might choose to raise or lower K' to effectively change the profile of 

the closed loop response to the FM input frequencies. This is easily 

done by either raising the value of the sense resistor to lower K1, or 

by inserting the multitransistor current gain stage in series with the 

differential heater to raise K'. The damping term can only be varied by 

varying the geometry of the thermal filter. 

Since the phase detector multiplier generates the product of a 

sine wave times a square wave, the resulting output is composed of a 

DC term plus an infinite sum of even harmonic components. Thus, one of 

the primary functions of the low pass filter which follows the multi

plier phase detector is to remove these spurious harmonics so they do 

not cause the VC0 control to contain large internally generated AC 
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Fig. 7.15 Pole Placement for Simple ETC Phase-Locked Loop 

|H(s) 

Fig. 7.16 Frequency Response Curve for Simple ETC 
Phase-Locked Loop 
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components. This phenomenon, when the filter is inadequate and the 

VCO is noticeably changing frequency, is sometimes referred to as 

"jitter". Since the higher frequency components of the square wave are 

progressively smaller in magnitude and also easier to filter, and 

because 

A1A2 A1A2 
Ansin(o)t - <t> ) A„ coscot = —-— sin <j> + —— sin(2cot + <f> ) (7.21) 
i» 6 / 2. 0 2. 6 

the primary component of the jitter will be the second harmonic term 

at 2u>. 

In the example using the sample wafer with r = 2.027 seconds, 

the filter output at 2to is 

H(s) = ———r- = = 4.99 x 10"4 

S + - 2000 + 
x 2.027 

whereas the DC response is 2.027. Thus, in this example, the second 

harmonic is well filtered and will not cause an appreciable jitter. 

From the preceding arguments, at least on a first order basis, 

an ETC phase-locked loop appears feasible, and because of its packaging 

advantages, might well prove very useful for low frequency signal 

processing, for example, in aircraft autopilots. No attempt was made 

to fabricate an actual working phase-locked loop, however, because of 

the time required to fabricate an integrated circuit of such complexity. 



7.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented a first-order analysis of some 

possible configurations that result directly from the background work 

done on the ETC pulse generators. The first configuration explored was 

a voltage controlled oscillator which followed directly from the up-down 

pulse generator. The VCO control could either be provided by the power 

or by the threshold. The equations written previously to describe the 

duration of an up-down pulse generator were directly applicable. 

The second configuration discussed was a phase-locked loop. The 

arguments given were used primarily to demonstrate feasibility. However, 

it was found that by employing both the common mode signal as measured 

between two chips and the differential mode signal across one chip, all 

the components of a simple phase-locked loop could be put on two chips. 

A sample design was presented, although it was not fabricated. 

The configurations presented were of such a complexity that they 

were not fully developed. However, they are important in that they 

demonstrate how easily the background developed for ETC pulse generators 

can be applied to other wider-ranging applications. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Summary 

The principal objective of this dissertation was to apply ETC 

techniques to the generation of long duration pulses. Moreover, the 

specific goal was to develop a set of basic circuit concepts, ETC 

morphologies, models and fabrication techniques which when applied 

would yield producible, practical and reliable ETC pulse generators. 

These objectives were achieved, and in addition, it was shown 

that the basic concepts and circuit techniques developed could readily 

be applied to the design of voltage-controlled oscillators and phase-

locked loops. 

The following is a summary of the salient features as presented 

in the dissertation. First, a block diagram for an ETC pulse generator 

was presented. Then, the simple single-chip ETC morphology was evaluated 

and its characteristics were found to be primarily determined by the 

thermal parameters of silicon, which unfortunately are extremely sensi

tive to the ambient temperature. Thus, an ETC pulse generator designed 

using a single-chip morphology is extremely sensitive to ambient tempera

ture. 

To alleviate this problem, a two-chip ETC structure was developed 

in which the characteristics of the thermal transient are primarily 

determined by the insulator. Second order effects including bonding 
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wires and radiation losses were evaluated and a complete model of the 

two-chip configuration was evolved. The resulting model is a single-

pole RC network with the resistance and capacitance adjusted to include 

the second order effects. Next, the basic circuit components required 

for the fabrication of an ETC pulse generator, including heaters, sensors 

and a comparator-latch were designed and evaluated. The thorough evalua

tion of the sensor circuits demonstrated that an adjustment to null the 

initial sensor offset is always required in a practical pulse generator. 

The complete design of a two-chip pulse generator was then con

sidered. Equations describing pulse duration in terms of circuit parame

ters were derived and an analysis was performed to determine the 

sensitivities and limitations of the resulting circuit. The only major 

error term was determined to be due to rapid retriggering. A circuit was 

fabricated and performed as predicted. The maximum reliable pulse dura

tion for the two-chip pulse generator was shown to be approximately T 

seconds, where T is the thermal time constant. Thus, the maximum reli

able duration from the experimental chip was found to be in the 

neighborhood of 4 seconds. 

Next, to extend the range of pulse durations to longer than one 

time constant, a bootstrapped ETC pulse generator was developed employing 

positive feedback to force the pole in along the negative real axis to 

zero; so that when the power is applied, the temperature rises linearly 

with time. The primary limitation of this structure was shown to be 

determined by the minimum power that could be consistently generated, and 

the drift of that power with ambient temperature variations. The 
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configuration was also found to be sensitive to processing tolerances in 

determining the pole position. Practical compromises were discussed and 

some potential solutions were offered, including discretionary adjust

ment during manufacturing. The bootstrapped circuit was constructed 

and the results demonstrated that the concepts and analyses were indeed 

valid. The experimental circuit was able to reliably produce pulses with 

durations from a few seconds to a minute and a half. A temperature com

pensation adjustment was then added to the sensor and the resulting pulse 

durations were found to be extremely stable in the presence of ambient 

temperature variations. The bootstrapped configuration was also shown 

to be sensitive to recovery time. 

To remove the recovery time limitations imposed on both the simple 

two-chip and bootstrapped pulse generators, an up-down ETC pulse genera

tor was developed in which the output pulse remains on during both the 

rise time and decay time of the thermal signal. Thus the pulse remains 

on until the thermal transient has settled completely back to ambient. 

An analysis was performed on the up-down configuration and a circuit con

structed, demonstrating the validity of the design. 

Finally, two other ETC functions, an ETC voltage-controlled 

oscillator and an ETC phase-locked loop were presented to demonstrate 

the feasibility of applying the basic concepts and circuits developed for 

ETC pulse generators to other circuit functions. 

8.2 Contributions 

Before the separate original contributions are listed, it should 

be mentioned that the primary contribution of this dissertation is the 
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development and demonstration of the fact that ETC techniques are not 

laboratory curiosities, but can be effectively used to design and fabri

cate pulse generators that are useful, producible, and reliable. 

The specific original contributions achieved in pursuing this 

objective are as follows; 

1. The development of the basic concept of applying ETC techniques 

to pulse generators. 

2. The demonstration of the limitations of the one-chip ETC 

configuration. 

3. The development of a two-chip pulse generator, yielding longer 

pulses, simple analysis, lower susceptability to ambient tempera

ture variations and easy fabrication. 

4. The development of a high-gain sensor which rejects ambient 

temperature and is manufacturable. 

5. The demonstration of the limitations of sensors in general and 

the demonstration of the necessity for an offset adjustment due 

to typical manufacturing tolerances. 

6. The development of a comparator-latch circuit which is simple and 

can be directly applied not only to the ETC pulse generator, but 

to other circuits as well. 

7. The demonstration of the second order effects in a two-chip 

structure, including radiation losses and bonding wires, and the 

evolution of a simple but accurate single pole model to incor

porate these effects. 
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8. The development of a bootstrapped ETC pulse generator which 

applies positive feedback to increase the maximum pulse dura

tion by orders of magnitude over the simple two-chip 

configuration. 

9. The demonstration of the second order factors including pro

cessing tolerances involved in designing and fabricating a high 

yield producible bootstrapped ETC pulse generator. 

10. The development of an up-down ETC pulse generator which can be 

used in conjunction with either the simple two-chip or boot

strapped configuration to virtually eliminate the duty cycle 

limitations. An up-down configuration can also be used to 

generate two pulses simultaneously. 

11. The demonstration of the practical limitations imposed on the 

up-down structure by manufacturing tolerances and environmental 

considerations. 

12. The development of a pair of ETC voltage-controlled oscillators 

which are designed using the building blocks developed for the 

ETC pulse generators. 

13. The development and demonstration of feasibility of an ETC 

phase-locked loop. This loop incorporates two innovations, the 

use of power = current times voltage in a phase detector, and 

the use of both the common mode and differential mode signals 

in a chip to obtain two separate functions, the common mode 

being used as a low pass filter and the differential mode to 

generate a VCO. 



8.3 Future Work 
• « 

The primary task that remains to be performed in the development 

of ETC pulse generators is to fabricate them in a totally integrated 

form. To accomplish this, the designer will require a predictable pro

cessing scheme which has a good camera system to allow the consistent 

production of lateral pnp transistors. 

Future ETC work in general should include the application of the 

ETC concepts and building blocks already developed to new functions. The 

work on the VCO's and phase-locked loops should also be continued. The 

ETC approach, when compared with the standard RC approach appears to have 

many long-term advantages including cost and high density packaging capa

bility and should certainly be developed to its fullest potential. 



APPENDIX A 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

t = time 

T = temperature 

D = pulse duration 

R = lumped thermal resistance of the entire ETC structure 

C = lumped thermal capacitance of the entire ETC structure 

x = RC = thermal time constant 

P = heater power 

c^ = thermal capacity of the insulator (cal/gm-°C) 

p_^ = density of the insulator (gm/cm ) 

= thermal conductivity of the insulator (cal/sec-cm-°C) 

^amb = amki-ent temperature 

^Thresh = comparator threshold expressed in degrees 

k = the Boltzmann constant 

V, = emitter base voltage 
be 

AT = differential temperature = T-T ^ 

AV(AT) = the thermometer gain in volts/°C as applied across Rg, the 

sense resistor 

^amb = ^^ient temperature change 

R = thermometer sense resistor 
s 

3 
p = density of silicon (gm/cm ) 
s 

c = thermal capacity of silicon (cal/gm-°C) 
s 
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kg = thermal conductivity of silicon (cal/sec-cm-°C) 

SL = thickness of the silicon 
s 

SL = insulator thickness 

W = width of the chip 

L = length of the chip 

3 = common emitter current gain 

a = common base current gain 

KJJ = heater gain (mw/ma) 

AV ĝ(AT m̂h) = the drift due to ambient temperature variations of the 

offset voltage applied across Rg, the sense resistor in a 

rejection thermometer 

f = frequency 
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